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Meeting Report

INTRODUCTION
Different strategies for dealing with nuclear waste are being followed by various
countries because of their geologic situations and their views on nuclear energy, reprocessing
and non-proliferation. Partitioning and Transmutation (P&T) offers potential alternative paths
that would, if successful, essentially eliminate plutonium, higher actinides, and
environmentally hazardous long-lived fission products from the waste stream destined for
permanent storage. P&T enhances the viability of permanent waste repositories. As such, P&T
has increasingly become of worldwide interest and could be an important component of
strategies to deal with the waste management challenges.
One possibility, for which renewed interest has been triggered by proposals made
around 1994 by C. Rubbia at CERN (Energy Amplifier (EA) concept), to implement P&T is
linked to the development of sub-critical hybrid systems that combine a powerful proton
accelerator to produce spallation neutrons with a sub-critical core driven by this source to a
relatively high fission power. Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS) can also be envisaged for
power production. The fast spectrum ADS is supposed to be the most efficient device for
transmutation and incineration of minor actinides, nevertheless critical reactors are also being
investigated by various R&D organizations in Member States. A further option for
transmutation and incineration is represented by Molten Salt Reactors, to be realized as
critical and sub-critical accelerator driven versions.
The efficiency of both critical reactors and ADS for the transmutation and
incineration of nuclear waste is strongly related to the utilization of so-called dedicated fuels
(solid fuelled reactors). In the ideal case, these fuels should consist of pure TRUs without
fertile materials, such as 238U or 232Th, to achieve highest incineration/transmutation rates.
These fertile-free fuels may suffer from deteriorated thermal or thermo-mechanical properties,
e.g., reduced melting point, reduced thermal conductivity or even thermal instability. In
addition, analyses have shown that the use of "dedicated" fuels may lead to a strong
deterioration of the safety parameters of the reactor core as, e.g., the void worth, the Doppler,
and the kinetics parameters (neutron generation time, and ßeff). A dedicated core may also
contain multiple "critical" fuel masses, resulting in a considerable re-criticality potential.
ADS, due to the sub-criticality of the system, should be able to cope with the poor safety
features of such fuels. However, detailed analyses have to prove the safety case for these
dedicated transmuters.
OBJECTIVES OF THE IAEA CRP
The IAEA Coordinated Research Program (CRP) on "Studies of Advanced
Reactor Technology Options for Effective Incineration of Radioactive Waste"has received 17
proposals from various R&D institutions in 13 Member States and the EC (JRC).
The overall objective of the CRP is to perform R&D tasks contributing towards
the proof of practicality for long-lived waste transmutation. In particular, to contribute
towards providing the basis for the assessment of both the short and long term benefits - or
lack of those - to the nuclear fuel backend of ADS transmutation, as compared to other
existing, advanced, and innovative concepts.
In pursuing this objective, the CRP considers the results and recommendations of
the OECD/NEA "P&T Expert Group", and concentrates on the assessment of the transient
behaviour of various transmutation systems.
For a sound assessment of the transient and accident behaviour, the neutron
kinetics and dynamics have to be qualified, especially as the margins for the safety relevant

- *.neutronics parameters are becoming small in a "dedicated" transmuter. The CRP will integrate
benchmarking of transient/accident simulation codes focussing on the phenomena and effects
relevant to various critical and sub-critical systems under severe neutron flux changes and
rearrangements. The main thrust will be on long (as compared to the neutron lifetime) timescale effects of transients initiated by strong perturbations of the core and/or the neutron
source. Changes of flux-shape and power caused by reactivity perturbations in systems with
dedicated fuels and varying Minor Actinide content will be one focus. For the transient
analysis of such transmuters, besides neutronics, thermal-hydraulic and fuel issues are of
importance. The behavior of different transmuter systems under various transient conditions
will be assessed.
The CRP will investigate future needs both for theoretical means (data, codes) and
experimental information related to the various transmutation systems.
Summarizing, the final goals of the CRP are to (a) deepen the understanding of the
dynamics of transmutation systems, e.g., the accelerator driven system, especially systems
with deteriorated safety parameters, (b) qualify the available methods and specify their range
of validity, and (c) formulate requirements for future theoretical developments.
Should transient experiments be available, the CRP might also pursue
experimental benchmarking work. In any case, based on the results, the CRP will conclude on
the potential need of transient experiments and make appropriate proposals for experimental
programs.
NATIONAL PRESENTATIONS
The presentations made by the participants in the RCM are given in the Appendix.
TRANSMUTER/INCINERATOR/BURNER CONCEPTS
The CRP will consider various transmuter and actinides incinerator concepts,
from traditional to very advanced, both critical and sub-critical. No optimization will be
performed, experience and good engineering judgment is used to define the design parameters
of the various concepts. The generic dynamic behavior of the different systems will be
assessed and inter-comparisons will be performed. The concepts are derived from those
proposed by the participants in this RCM. Later additions might be considered. The studies
will include static, kinetics and dynamics calculations. Influence of burnup on transient
behavior will be considered. In performing the static, kinetics and dynamics calculations, all
participants will use their state-of-the-art methodologies. The generic dynamic behavior of the
different systems will be assessed and inter-comparisons will be performed.
The concepts that will be analyzed are derived from those proposed by the
participants in this first RCM. Later additions might be considered. The CRP will consider
both critical and sub-critical. The sub-critical systems will include concepts driven by
spallation, fusion, and (e,n) neutron sources. Specifically, the following transmuters and
actinides incinerators are retained:
— critical liquid metal cooled fast reactor,
— heavy liquid metal cooled ADS,
— critical and sub-critical molten salt reactor,
— fusion-fission hybrid sub-critical reactor.

- 2The main design parameters of the concepts are summarized below:
— Critical fast reactor, 500-1000 MW thermal, U/Pu and minor
actinide (MA) containing nitride fuel, heavy liquid metal cooled.
— Critical fast reactor, 2000 MW thermal, sodium cooled, inert
matrix / Th / U containing TRU fuel.
-

ADS, 500-800 MW thermal, Th-TRU fuel, Pb-Bi cooled, monoblock design, enhanced natural circulation.

-

ADS, 500-1000 MW thermal, dedicated TRU fuel, Pb-Bi cooled.

— Molten salt critical and sub-critical reactors, 1000 MW thermal,
fluoride TRU fuel, graphite moderated, and un-moderated.
— Fusion-fission hybrid sub-critical reactor, 3000 MW thermal, LiPb cooled, solid uranium MA fuel.
PARTIES INTERESTED AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The complete list of participants, and the respective concepts each party will
mostly focus on and will be responsible for, as well as the list of the task leaders is given in
the table below. Since the participants from SCK-CEN, ANL, and the Kurchatov Institute
could not attend this RCM, assumptions and proposals (in line with discussions held prior to
the RCM) as to their interests and responsibilities have been put forward.
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The CRP's work scope will consider available, large scale, and realistic concept
designs. The main design parameters of the different systems are summarized below.
— Critical fast reactor, 500-1000 MW thermal, U/Pu and MA
containing nitride fuel, heavy liquid metal cooled
— Critical fast reactor, 2000 MW thermal, sodium cooled, inert
matrix / Th / U containing TRU fuel
-

ADS, 500-800 MW thermal, Th-TRU fuel, Pb-Bi cooled, monoblock design, enhanced natural circulation

-

ADS, 500-1000 MW thermal, dedicated TRU fuel, Pb-Bi cooled

— Molten salt critical and sub-critical reactors, 1000 MW thermal,
fluoride TRU fuel, graphite moderated, and un-moderated
— Fusion-fission hybrid sub-critical reactor 3000 M W thermal, LiPB cooled, solid uranium MA fuel.
WORK PL AN
The following CRP work plan has been defined:
— Definition and calculation of the design parameters
— Definition and calculation of safety parameters (reactivity
coefficients, kinetic parameters, power peak factors, sub-criticality,
burnup dependency,...)
— Description of methodologies and codes
— Data description (material, fuels, nuclear data)
— Specification and calculation of transients: typical protected and
unprotected transient initiators (e.g., ULOHS, ULOF, BOP, UTOP,
LDHR, ...)
— Identification of further development needs (codes, data, and
experiments).
SCHEDULE, DEADLINES, MILE STONES.
In the first year, the participants in the CRP will perform system design related
activities. The transient calculations will be done in the second year, and the third year of the
CRP is reserved to comparative assessments and reporting. RCMs will be held in spring 2004
(second RCM, tentatively hosted the Chinese Science Academy), and towards the end of
2005. A consultancy (hosted by the Nuclear Research Institute, Řež Plc., Czech Republic) is
planned for the summer of 2003 to monitor the CRP advancement.

ORGANIZATION OF THE CRT
The following was agreed with regard to the organization of the CRP
(communication, duration of CRP, status review meetings, research coordination meetings
(RCM), coordination with NEA's activities). The task leaders are responsible for coordinating
the work of the respective groups (schedule, milestones, results collected and assessed,
drafting of intermediate progress reports). The overall coordination (final report, publications)
is with FZK (W. Maschek) and IAEA (A. Stanculescu). IAEA (A. Stanculescu) is responsible
for the coordination with NEA's activities. The CRP is presently scheduled to terminate on 31
December 2005. To facilitate the information flow and reporting, IAEA will set up a Virtual
Collaborators' Web Site and provide login and password information to all participants. All
the participants are highly encouraged to use the Virtual Collaborators' Web Site on a regular
basis.
DOCUMENTATION, REPORTING
The CRP will produce a final report to be drafted jointly by FZK and IAEA. This
report will be based on intermediate reports to be prepared by the task leaders. The final CRP
report will describe the transmuter concepts that were investigated, give the results of the
R&D tasks performed, and recommend future theoretical and experimental R&D work.
Publications (journals, conferences) will be jointly initiated and coordinated by FZK and
IAEA. CRP progress reports will be given to the Technical Working Group on Fast Reactors
(TWG-FR, which provides the framework for this CRP) by the TWG-FR's Scientific
Secretary. All reporting activities will be discussed and endorsed at the annual meetings of the
Technical Working Group on Fast Reactors.
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ASIPP

Hybrid Reactor Research Activities in China
Yican WU

Institute of Plasma Physics
Academia Sinica ( ASIPP )

ASIPP
Part I Fusion-Fission Hybrid Reactor Program
• Necessity
• History and Roadmap
• R&D and Current Plan

Part II Waste Transmutation-Related Studies
• what is going on
• proposal

ASIPP

Necessity

Introduction
Fission nuclear industry has been falling on hard times
• Nuclear radioactive waste disposal ?
• Nuclear fuel supply shortage ?
• Nuclear proliferation ?
Fusion development has a good progress, but still needs
hard work to economical utilization
• Great advances in plasma physics and technological experiments,
R&D activities on fusion energy
•^ Fusion neutron source application
• New concepts on economical application of fusion
-> Further efforts to economical fusion energy

Introductioii
• From the energy supply point of view, we have a big
gap between fission energy and fusion energy !
• From the technology development point of view, we
need to pass a middle step to pure fusion energy
There hardly is a possibility to make a commercial use of pure fusion energy
before 2050.

Predicted Situations at 2050 in China:
Population
:~ 1.5 billion
Total GNP
: -6000-12000 billion US$
Energy demand : ~5 billion tons of standard coal
Capacity of electricity: -1200-1500 G W
T^ Power supply shortage ?
(in the present, nuclear electricity ~2%)
Nuclear electricity would make an important
contribution.
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Predicted Fraction and Capacity of Nuclear Energy Supply in 2050 in China
Scenario

Fraction A Fraction B
1
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Fraction A:

Fraction of niicl. electricity1 in total electricity supply.

Fraction B: Fraction of nucl. electricity in total primary energy supply.

If nuclear power would make a substantial
contribution(>10%) to the energy demand, we
would need construct more than 100 nuclear power
stations.
Questions: How to solve these problems:
* Nuclear fuel supply ?
* Radioactive \\aste disposal ?
* Safety problem ?

ASIPP

Advanced Reactor Program
• High Temp. Gas Reactor, constructed
• Fast Breeding Reactor, under construction
• Accelerator-driven system (ADS),
studies under way, since 2001
• Fusion-driven hybrid system (FDS),
studies underway, since 1986

ASIPP

History & Roadmap

(FDS)

FDS

-«2.0-

Phase I (1986-1990): conceptual design
To identify objectives & characteristics of experimental reactor
To assess the technical database
To study critical technical issues
Phase II (1991-1995): detailed conceptual design
To carry out detailed design (jointly by ASIPP and SWIP)
To conduct plasma core experiment, R&D of Technology
To study on transmutation in hybrid reactors
Phase III (1996-2000): outline eng. design of key components — FEB
Blanket design
Divertor design
Plasma experiments and technology R&D
New concepts study (blanket and core)

ASIPP
Transmutation Blanket Conceptual Design

FDS

The

design studies already performed:
Fuel Breeding Blanket Concepts
(based on FEB fusion core)
Waste Transmutation Blanket Concepts
(based on FEB, ST)
The Duas-cooled Waste Transmutation Blanket (DWTB)
design study has being performed
• Availability or Feasibility of Technology
• High efficiency of waste transmutation/fuel breeding

Two blanket concepts for nuclear fuel producing had
been seriously studies.
• Structure: Pebble bed
• Tritium Breeder : Li2O/Liquid lithium
• Coolant: Helium gas
• Inboard blanket: Tritium breeding
• Outer board blanket: Fuel and tritium breeding

ítt-

Neutronics:
Effective transmutation for all fission products could be
accomplished in the highly moderated blankets
in which the highly efficient neutron multiplier
(fissile plutonium-239 or uranium-233) is added

is Hard neutron spectrum blanket concepts for
transmutation of Actinidss
He-cooled nitride particle fuel of actnides or the liquid metal
(LiPb eutectic or Na) cooled metallic alloy (e.g. Y/Zr alloy of
actinides) fuel is used.
Metallic fuel or nitride fuel is preferred to oxide fuel because
it may provide harder neutron spectrum or it allows to
implement a compact fuel cycle concept based on
pyrochemical process, and liquid metal cooled fuel or particle
fuel allows higher power density because of high heat transfer
capacity

V< friultl-funoíbn i H-U fuel cycle blanket concept
• MA is initially loaded into the blanket in the form of pebble
beds in the inner zone closed to the first wall.
• T-breeding zone with LÍ2O is arranged between the actinide
transmutation zone, in which MA mixed with U-233 are
loaded, and fissile fuel U-233 breeding zone with natural TH232.
• FP (135Cs, 129I and "Tc) can be efficiently transmuted in the
outer zone with good neutron moderator.
• To be used to achieve several functions: HLW transmutation,
fissile material breeding, tritium self-sustaining and energy
amplification

.0».

-fr DWTB: He and LíPb eutectíc dual cooled blanket
concept for transmutation of MA & FP
Fuel: Fuel/waste-pebble +C+SÍC
Tritium Breeder: Liquid LiPb
Coolant: Pressurized helium gas for
FW, FP transmutation zon, LiPb
eutectic for MA transmutation zone

Current phase:
Eng. Design and R&D of key components before 2010
Definition and design study of next device under way

FDS

ASIPP
Proposed Roadmap of FDS development
I9S6O«»
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Fuel Breeder C DA
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HT-7 •* HT-7U

Testing Reactor FDS

ASIPP

FDS
-. • -a-asacs»

Fusion-Driven Hybrid System (FDS)
• Fuel production-related activities
• Transmutation-related activities
References:
[1] Progress in fusion-driven hybrid system studies
in China, Yican Wu,
Fusion Eng. & Design 2002, to appear soon,
[2] The fusion-driven hybrid system and its material
selection, 7.C Wu et at.,
J. of Nuclear Materials 2002, to appear soon.

FDS

R&D and Current Plan
* Core plasma experiment
• Blanket design and technology

ASIPP
R=1.22m
a = 0.285m (Mo Limiter)
Ip = 100-250 kA (250)
ne = I~6xl013cnr3 (6.5)
BT = 1~2.5T(2.5)
Té = 1-2 KeV (3.2)
Ti = 0.2-0.6K eV (1.8)
t = l- 5s ( 20.8s)
ICRF: f = 15-45MHZ, P = 0.3MW,
CW(035, l Os)
LHCD: f = 2.45GHZ, P = 1.2MW,
10s (0.65MVV)
Pellet injector:
up to 8 pellets /per shot
Supersonic beam injection:
<1.0km/s
Main dioal: Steadj-state advanced
operation and related physics
( ! [ ) > 100k\ 5 >e>1.0\'-Vnr'.
r=3~l ON)

HT-7 Superconducting Tokamak

ASIPP

HT-7U tokamak
Main Parameters
Toroidal Field, B()
3.5 T
Plasma Current, Ip 1 MA
Major Radius, R 0 1.7 m
Minor Radius, a
0.4 m
Aspect Ratio, R/a
4.25
Elongation, Kx
1.6 - 2
Triangularity, 8 x 0.6 - 0.8
Heating andCurrent Driving:
ICRH
3 - 3.5 MW
LHCD
3.5 MW
ECRH
1 MW
Pulse length
1000 s
Configuration: DN, SN

The building for HT-7U
(will be completed around October 2002)

FDS
ASIPP

-.' .-.as.

Currently Planning R & D
• Design & Fabrication of Blanket Mockiip
• Design & Performance Assessment of FDS
• Material Technology Development
Structure Material: F/M steel, ODS-W-alloy
Coating Material: A12O3
• Integral Neutronics Experiment
with DT neutrons generated by a D-accelerator
• Thermal-hydraulics Experiment
MHD Effects of Liquid Metal Flow
Pebble Bed Effects of Flow

ASIPP

Part I Fusion-fission hybrid reactor program
•

Necessity

•

History and Roadmap

•

R&D and Current Plan

Part II Waste Transmutation-related Studies

L- •

»

what is going on

•

proposal

ASIPP

' 'v'

Waste Transmutation-related Activities
Currently in ASIPP
•
•
•
•

Codes and Data libraries Development
Inter-comparison of various hybrid systems
Concept optimization of hybrid systems (FDS)
FDS-related R&D

Supported by
• CAS (Chinese Academy of Sciences)
• NSFC (Natural Science Foundation of China)
• IAEA CRP

ASIPP

^

Codes and Data Libraries Development
BUS : 2D/3D/MC Sn-Burnup Calculation Code
Transport Calculations: 2D-SN, 3D-MC
Bumup Calculations:
Bateman Analytical Method,
Buerlich Numerical Method

HEND1, (Hybrid Evaluated Nuclear Data Library)
Fine group structure, ACE-formatted
FENDL-2 + Actinides & Fisssion Products
ENDF/B, JEFF, JENDL, BROND, CENDL
Benchmark calculations and Inter-comparison
( I Senior Rnuinccr ' 2 fvl.Sc sludents t

ASIPP

Codes and Data Libraries Development
Safety Analysis and Economics :
Integrated System Analysis Code — TOPSYS
• System analysis (currently for FDS, extended ?)
• Probabilistic safety Assessment calculation
(Living PSA techniques)
• Benefit/cost calculation
• Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
( 2 Ph.D studeníš í 3 M.So students }

ASIPP

Inter-Comparison of Various Hybrid Systems
Systems: FDS, ADS, FBR etc.
• Neutron balance and neutron cost
• Capacity for waste transmutation and fuel breeding
• Safety assessment
• Review of available technology data base
Methodology: Qualitative and Quantitative Assessment

FDS
ASIPP

' S

Concept Optimization of Hybrid Systems (FDS)
• Neutronics concept and fuel cycle optimization
( 1 senior researcher • ! Ph.D student)
• Structural design and 3D thermalhydraulicselectromagnetic-stress simulation
(2 Ph.D studeníš l VI.Sc student)
• Auto-modeling of complex geometry systems
(1 Ph.I) studení ~ 1 M.Sc student)

• Irradiation effects of structural materials
(1 h;m i or researcher — 2 VI.Se. student)

ASIPP

'

'SE^SSSVi^v:

ASIPP Proposal
1. Fusion-driven sub-critical hybrid system (FDS)
•

1~2 typical reference designs e.g. DWTB + Solid blanket or Molten
salt blanket
Neutronics, Thermalhydraulics and Safety characteristics

2. Inter-comparison of various hybrid systems

•

Review of existing comparison work and definition of relative merits
Global comparison of potential transmutation capability, energy
balance, neutron cost, system risk ,cost and benefit, etc.
Comparison of specific characteristics ofneutronics,
thermalhydraulics and safety, based on close collaboration.

3. Codes and Data Libraries Development
•

BUS: 2D/3D SN Burnup Calculation Code
TOPSYS: system analysis + PSA + Cost/benefit

ASIPP

The End

Thanks !

ASIPP

:

Auto-Modeling Code Development
1. MCAM improvement and update
2. Image Recognizing and Recreation
Coupling with MCAM ?
3. 3D parameterization design
4. 3D visualization of physical fields
5. Dynamic simulation of physical procedures

-33-

ASIPP

Thermal-hydraulics Simulation
1. ANYSIS
T> temperature and stress field
(for blanket and superconductor)
2. FLUENT •» flow velocity field
3. PHÖNIX
•^ thermalhydraulics, electromagnetic
4. CFX

~> electromagnetic

ASIPP

Irradiation Effects and Dosimetry
1. MD Simulation •» MDCASK
2. Electron/Photon transport •» EGS4
3. Ion transport ^ preparation
4. Experiments: structural materials
•

F/M steels

•

W-alloys

5. Activation Analysis "^ AFDKR
(FISPACT package improvement?)

ASIPP

Core and Edge Plasma Physics Simulation
1. 2D Core Physics Simulation: TSC
(Yiping CHEN)
2. 2D Edge Physics Simulation: B2.5

(Bin WU)
3. Neutral Particle Transport to wall: DEGAS
(Bingjia XIAO)
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Molten-Salt
Transmutation Reactor
kgfrWhe
%HM

Isotope

7.Q9E-Q1
5.35E-01
4.98E-03

JL11%

„0,01%
0,00%
. 1.43%

Total Pu
Am-241

4.23E-02
7.06E-05
9.63E+00
4.83E+01
1 14E+02
1.78E+02
7.10E+01
7.92E+Ü1
4.SOE+02
1.68E+01

.„Am-242m

5.01E-01

0,07%

Total Am

5.00&-01

U-236
_..U-238_..
Total U
..Np-238
Np-239

Total Np
Pu-238

Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241

Pu-242

Molten-Salt
Transmutation Reactor
\.
Isotope
kg/TWhe
°/cHM
4,07E+00
5J9E-01
5.70E+01
2.41E+01
2.21E+01
7.58E+00
3.05E+00
JjISB-OS

16,92%

Cm- 242
Cm- 243
Cm- 244
Cm-245
Cm- 246
Cm-247
Cm- 248
Total Cm
Bk-249

26.45%

a- 249

6.14E-01
7.96E-01
5.01E-01
2.51E-01
2J1B-00
1.81E+02
6,73B'02

0,08%

7,17%

10,54%
11,76%

Ct- 250

a-251
a- 252

72,84%
2,50%

Total Cf
Total MA
Total HM

5,51 E^)1

0,61%
0,09%
8 46%
3,58%
3,28%
1.13%
0,45%
17,60%
0,08%
0.09%
0,12%
0,07%
0,04%
0,40%
26,94%
100,00%
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HYBRIDS ANDPROSPECITVENPP
Possible roles
A.

TRU+ LLFP TRANSMUTATION for
—

Nearest future, limited scale of NP
Comments: Problems of non-proliferation, fuel reserves remain out of
achievable goals

B.

C.

INNOVATIVE SYSTEMS for NP of a LARGE SCALE:
—

TRU Transmutation for nearest future

—

LWR replacement by hybrides for remote future

For (both A and B) - radical safety enhancement

TRU+LLFP TRANSMUTATION
—

Core neutronics of the equilibrium

—

Kinetics + dynamics + safety characteristics
Example: EOF (AMSTER-CONCEPT)

—

ADS potential

INNOVATIVE SYSTEMS for NP of a LARGE SCALE:
-

New PHILOSOPHY

-

BREST-PROJECT

-

WISE (ANL + CEA) CONCEPT

-

SUB-CRITIUCALITY and its role

Why a new nuclear power philosophy is calling up?
—

NP has not demonstrated their advantages clearly

—

Born for an intensive application, solely the long-lived and the large scale
world-wide NP can be clearly justified regarding through the prism of global
environmental problems (CO/CO2/S harmful releases), limited fossil reserves and
on impetuous population growth.

such NP requires a new philosophy due to the following reasons:

REASONS
1)

problems of long-lived nuclear wastes are steadily aggravating due to current nuclear
technology inherent drawbacks,

2)

nuclear reactor safety, based on probabilistic approach, may not be applied more for largescale NP - there is no (and will not to be soon) sufficient experimental justification. It
has to be replaced by the deterministic approach to safety design,

3) risks of the dangerous nuclear material proliferation are steadily increasing,
4)

nuclear fuel reserves, as it very uneconomically consumed nowadays (in the form of the
enriched uranium), are also very limited and steadily decreasing,

5)

nuclear energy economics has to be radically enhanced: the only way is the maximum
simplification the both nuclear installation and the fuel cycle,

6)

It is clear that only those reactors and fuel cycles which are capable to solve these
problems are suitable for the long-lived nuclear power of the large scale.

KEY-LINES OF THE NEW PHILOSOPHY
1)

to terminate the reproduction of actinides by the fuel like LWR or other current reactors
do. The "equilibrium" fuel regime is the radical means of that when the resulting (net)
rate of fuel mass reproduction is equal to zero and no actinide transmutation is needed
more;

2)

to keep the irradiated fuel mostly in reactor cores: neither reprocessing for nearest future,
nor repositories for actinides resulting in reduction of proliferation risks:

3)

to elaborate a sufficient neutron surplus (ADS!!!) to simplify safety means and to achieve
the deterministic safety level;

4)

to elaborate the sufficient neutron surplus (ADS!!!) to come poor neutronics of natural
fuels over: the natural U and Th direct application expands fuel reserves considerably:

5)

to simplify both reactor design and fuel cycle for the significant reduction of energy
production cost.

Two innovative concepts are close to meet these demands partially or fully regarding on
electricity production :
—

the BREST - the project of fast reactor cooled by lead (pursuing the principles: 1, 3,
and, partially 5) and

-

the WISE (all principles)

- SiWISE particular features
The technical "key-stones" of the WISE system includes:
•

a liquid fuel technology application (molten salts, liquid fuel alloys,....);

•

the "equilibrium fuel cycle" (in the beginning, the once-through type and, later on, the closed
type) with the corresponding "optimal" choice of core parameters;

•

the definite sequence of fuel reserves utilization;

•

sub-critical cores for safety + for neutron surplus production (ADS).

1,1 -
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Figuře 1. Equilibrium Keif for molten salt fuel systems (fast spectrum). Once-through cycle.

Figure: Time-evolution of the major isotope concentration

GENERAL SCENARIO of NP development with a rapid replacement of LWR by TASSE is
shown below

CONCLUSION
The TASSE configurations (fast spectrum or AMSTER type) have radical potential for:
•

Elimination of TRU without the most toxic LLFP waste;

•

Safety radical enhancements.

2

3

4

Thousands years

Stage

Fuel
Feed

L Transition to
WISE-ADS

TRUofLWR's

Time
intervals
(years)
1Ö2

2. WISE-ADS on
U-fuel

NatU

103

3. WSE-ADSon
Th-fuel
4. NP stagnation and
termination

Th

3X1Q3

Th of closing WISE, U
for LLFP burnout

BxlO3

Supplementary technical means
required
Tiny accelerators
(1-2% of energy produced),
No fuel enrichment
No fuel reprocessing
Small accelerators
(2-5% of energy produced),
No fuel enrichment
No fuel reprocessing
Powerful accelerators
(1 0% of energy produced)
Fuel reprocessing on line

TABLE 6.1. IN-CORE REACTIVITY EFFECTS AND REACTIVITY MARGINS IN THE
FAST SPECTRUM SYSTEM (CORE NOMINAL TEMPERATURE: 878K, THE LOW
TEMPERATURE THRESHOLD: 723 K)

In-core reactivity effects

Ap (pcm)

The corresponding
margins at the nominal
regime

TOP/TOC

Ap

(pcm)

Homogeneous core cooling
(878K -* 723 K) - Doppier effect

100

Empty

0

In-core fuel mass fluctuations

±150

Full

150

Growth of delayed neutron fraction
duo to fuel stop («j8/2)

200

Empty

0

Np/Pa effect (reduced flux [1])

10/150

Empty

0

Uncertainties pm

50

-

-

Uncertainties p

-

Full

100

The operational margin

-

Full

50

Maximum in-core reactivity effects

510/650

Maximum reactivity/current
insertion

300

^max

Ibid expressed in delayed neutron
total fractions (ß)

1.25/1.6/5*1.4/5
(averaged value)

_ £^

Ibid expressed in delayed
neutron total fractions (ß)

«0.75/5

TABLE 6.2. IN-CORE REACTIVITY EFFECTS AND REACTIVITY MARGINS IN THE
THERMAL TH-FUELLED SPECTRUM SYSTEM (CORE NOMINAL TEMPERATURE:
903K, THE LOW TEMPERATURE
THRESHOLD: 723K, THE HIGHEST
TEMPERATURE THRESHOLD: I573K)
The corresponding margins
at the nominal regime

ApTop/Toc(pcm)

Empty

0

±200

Full

200

Growth of delayed neutron
fraction due to fuel stop («jo/2)

175

Empty

0

Pa effect (reduced flux [1])

150

Empty

0

Uncertainties pm

50

-

-

Uncertainties p

-

Full

100

The operational margin

-

Full

50

In-core reactivity effects

Ap
(pern)

Homogeneous fuel heating
(903K -» 1 573K), Doppler-effect

-350

Homogeneous fuel heating
(903K-* 1573K), fuel expansion

1306

Homogeneous graphite heating
(903K-* 1573K)

804

Total temperature effect of
core homogeneous heating

760

In-core fuel mass fluctuations

Maximum in-core reactivity effects
APtot = IAp

1335

Ibid expressed in delayed neutron
total fractions (/?)

«3.8/3 Ibid expressed in delayed neutron total
fractions (|3)

Maximum reactivity / current insertion
Ainax

I—A TV) D 1 TOC*

350

£ \0

.fcJJuJkJLx «ry^p / TY}/"*

.*

TABLE 7.3. THERMO-HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS
THERMAL SPECTRUM SYSTEMS
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TABLE 7.4. SAFETY PHYSICS INTEGRAL PARAMETERS OF THE MOLTEN SALT
CORES
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SAFETY ASPECTS
(the deterministic safety potential)
Example:
WISE - MOLTEN SALT ADS
ADS

Critical system
power grid

> " ' . '<•'••• I
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' "" 's"»"*.íí'3

'accelerator'".
jagMicalcgre,:.;;;;;,.]

DEN-SPL

Hybrid (AD&CEN-SPL)

^accelerator

Fig. 2.1. Energy (E) distribution in Critical and ARTEN system schemes.

Fig. 7.1.The thermo-hydraulic scheme.

Fig. 7.2. The thermo-hydraulic scheme for a thermal spectrum system.

ANALYSIS OF THE ANTICIPATED ACCIDENTS
FAST SPECTRUM SYSTEMS UNPROTECTED
TRANSIENTS
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Fig. 8.1.1. The TOP transient in fast spectrum systems (Th-iuel).
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Fig. 8.2.11. Unprotected overcooling (OVC) transients in thermal (U-TRU fuel) systems.

CONCLUSION
1.
Despite the very favourable safety physics potential of the molten salt critical cores
(small reactivity margins, the limited change of reactivity, the "expended domain of core
vitality", etc.), critical systems have a little chance to achieve the deterministic safety level.
REMARK:
In the case of positive feed-back effects and of significant Doppler-effect
system deterministic safety of critical systems ruin catastrophically.
2.

degradation, critical

Sub-critical core systems improve the deterministic safety potential significantly.

One of the most important safety effects of sub-critical system is the suppression of power and
fuel temperature oscillations during unprotected transients. Significant enhancement of safety
could play the important role for transmitters of long-lived fuel wastes.

DEN-SPL systems (with coupled core-spallation dynamics) inherits the best safety features of
critical reactors and ADS. DEN-SPL are able to realise unlimited deterministic safety level
for cores with negative feed-back effects.
Sub-critical systems controlling by the proton current variations are preferable regarding similar
systems with control rods due to two reasons: they have similar transients with a smaller subcriticality level (the factor of economics), power and temperature perturbations are more acceptable
at the same sub-criticality level.
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FZK Proposal on Transient Benchmark in
Accelerator Driven Transmuter

A. Rineiski, W. Maschek
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, IKET
Postfach 3640, D-76021 Karlsruhe

Technical Meeting on the CRP: 'Studies of Advanced Reactor Technology Options for Effective
Incineration of Radioactive Waste'
Karlsruhe, 5-8 November 2002
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General proposals
ü Select one or more systems to be analysed in details:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solid and movable (molten salt) fuel systems
Oxide, nitride, and other fuels for the solid option
Pb/Bi, Pb, Na coolants for the solid option
Pu+MA, LWR Pu, introduction of Th, other fuels
ADS and critical reactors
Small (k-eff>0.97), very small (>0.99) or large deviations from k=l
Intermediate, small, large reactor

Q Select type one or more type of analyses
• Transient, static (reactivity coefficients, power peak factors), MA
inciniration rate calculations
• In the transient case: unprotected (no Control Rod, constant beam
power) reactivity transients: bechmark exercize, investigation of the
influence of the subcriticality level, other types of analyses
Transmutation and ADS Safety
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Benchmark Proposal (1)

Q The investigations into the dynamics of Accelerator Driven Systems
(ADS) could be structured along the characteristic time-scales :
• Short time-scale effects (order of neutron lifetime) :
Corresponding to beam-trips
• Long time-scale effects (order of ms or s) :
Corresponding to source and reactivity variations changing the
contributions from the prompt fission, precursors and external
sources to the total neutron source and affecting the power shape in
transient and accident analysis

Transmutation and ADS Safety
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Benchmark Proposal (2)

Q Short time-scale effects (order of neutron lifetime) :
• To be dealt with in other benchmark activities (OECD)
Q Long time-scale effects (order of ms or s):
• Concentration on these effects in the current CRP
• Connection with critical systems
• Molten Salt Systems
• Impact on fuels, structure and coolants
• Feedback

Transmutation and ADS Safety
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Example of Long Time-scale Effects (1)
Q Power shapes in core
mid-plane of a middlesize ADS at two
subcriticality levels
Q Power shapes are
different due to different
contributions of the
fission and external
sources
Q This effect is not
important for critical
reactors: at a level far
from critical only decay
heat plays a role

0.5
1
radial position (m)
Transmutation and ADS Safety
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Example of Long Time-scale Effects (2)

0.5

a Power shapes in core
mid-plane of a middlesize ADS with Th/U fuel
before and after (10 ms)
source break down
Q Power shapes are
different: precursors
effectively replace the
external source
Q Power shape variations
depend upon the effective
decay heat fraction; two
results shown: with decay
1.5
heat fract. of 0% and 7%.

_ .source on source oft, no decay neat
source off, decay neat

Jo-4

Üp.3
"S
-S0.2
l

"|o.i

a „
0.5
l
radial position (m)
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Background for Investigations
Why to investigate the Jong-time scale effects ?
a Important for accident analysis
Q Available static codes can be employed to analyze many essential
effects
a Prompt jump approximation is valid in subcrtitical domain
a Relation to neutronic effects in critical reactors under condition of
positive reactivity contributions
Q Interest in behavior of transmuter cores with deteriorated safety
parameters
Transmutation and AOS Safety
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ADT with Dedicated Fuels and Cores
ü
Q
a
a
Q

ADT : Transmuter in the double strata strategy
Minor Actinide fuel (Pu + Np, Am, Cm) without fertile
Optimization of transmutation/incineration capability
Impact of new fuels on safety
Deterioration of safety parameters as Doppler, void, kinetics
quantities
Q Multiple critical masses in core
•» Safety strategy needed for safety case
•» Safety improvements for dedicated cores
"* Sufficient knowledge on transient behavior necessary
Transmutation and ADS Safety
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Safety Aspects of ADT with Dedicated Fuels
a

Dedicated fuel to be used in
double tier strategy for
maximizing incineration rates is
characterized by:
• high MA (+Pu) content
• no fertile materials as U238
or Th232

Q Utilisation of this innovative
fuel has consequences for safety
(safety problems for critical
cores)
Q Deterioration of safety
parameters - especially relevant
for DEC (severe accidents)

Subcritical ADS with dedicated
fuel;
•>. Trade-off between
deteriorated safety and
subcriticality
(subcriticality no additional
safety margin)
•> Key Problem: Elimination of
subcriticality under core melt
conditions (DEC) and
recriticality with deteriorated
safety parameters ••* pon er
excursion ('cliff edge effects')

Transmutation and ADS Safety
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Safety Aspects of ADT : Dedicated Fuels
Potential impact on safety related fuel
properties:
•
•
•
•
•

reduced melting point
reduced thermal conductivity
actinide redistribution (AmO2)
clad corrosion
separation/segregation
processes
• helium release

•^ Composite fuels with improved
properties, but other complexities
Transmutation and ADS Safety

Potential impact on global core
safety (DEO;
• high reactivity worths
• reduced prompt negative
feedback effects (Doppler
in oxide fuels)
• deteriorated kinetics
parameters (small neutron
generation time and ßeir)
^ Important;
Safety improvements proposed in
literature (introduction of
moderators or optimization of
geometry worthless under DEC
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Strategies and Support Ratios
Np.

PWR
U OX

(70.5%)

1

PWR
MOX

jL

(5.7%)

Am+Cm

PWR
MOX

j

(5.1%)
Am+Cm

,

'

FR

(13.7%)

j

Np

Am+Cm

*

*

STRATŮM i

Am+Cm
STRATUM 2
Heavy Isotopes

Double Strata
(LWR +FR) : ADS ~ 20:1
Transmutation and ADS Safety
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Transmutation with Accelerator Driven Systems

Q Transmutation/Incineration of Pu and
MAs possible with critical FRs and
subcritical ADSs
Q Supposed advantages of ADSs compared
to 'critical' transmuters with respect to
fuels:
• High MA masses
• High incineration rate (MAs)
• Flexibility in fuel composition
• Safety (subcriticality)

Transmutation and ADS Safety
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Benchmark Model to be Specified
Definitions:
Q
a
O
Q
Q
Q
Q
a
Q
a

mf ext source
111 buffer
;(_/ core
|Q refleclpr

2D Model (RZ)
Overall core dimensions
Pin-design, p/d,....
Subcriticality level - various
choices
Source definition
Power
Fuel
Coolant (Pb, Pb/Bi)
Thermal-hydraulic conditions
Neutronics database

Transmutation and ADS Safety
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Benchmark model: fuels
Proposal 1:
(core with deteriorated safety
parameters)
Q Dedicated oxide fuel consisting of
Pu + MAs (25%+75%) - oxide
matrix, low p/d
a Zr based inert matrix
a Fuel/Zr ratio chosen to adjust
desired k-eff value
Q Reactivity potentials sufficient to
eliminate subcriticality

Transmutation and ADS Safety

Proposal 2:
(core with improved safety
parameters)
Dedicated oxide fuel consisting of
Pu + MAs (75%+25%) - oxide
matrix, high p/d ratio +
Zr based inert matrix
Q Fuel/Zr ratio chosen to adjust
desired k-eff value
Q Reactivity potentials not sufficient
to eliminate subcriticality
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Transient initiators
Type of Perturbations:
Q Source transients :
• Transient over Current (TOC),
harmonic source oscillations
Q Reactivity transients :
• Reactivity addition via external
ramp rate
• Lead coolant voiding
• Reactivity addition by fuel
movement
a Combinations possible

Step-wise Procedure:
a 1. Static calculations (power
profiles, source effectiveness)
a 2. Safety parameters (Doppler,
void, kinetics parameters)
O 3. Zero-power kinetics (no
feedbacks)
O 4. System dynamics including
feedbacks from fuel, steel,
coolant

Transmutation and ADS Safety
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Example for Source Perturbation: Transient over Current

1.5

0.5

Dedicated fuel
TH/Ufiiel
0 0.1 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Time (s)

Transmutation and ADS Safety

a The reactor mock up is at
nominal conditions
a Unprotected Transient over
Current (UTOC)
a Power shape and power density
redistribution to be determined
a Source effectiveness
a Pin behavior
a Failure conditions
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Example for Reactivity Perturbation: Voiding of Core
Upper Ptermrö '*.„-.
Target
Uhit '
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Subassembly
Rings

a The reactor mock up contains
coolant at nominal conditions
a Voiding of the core is initiated
by a local gas ingress (plenum
gas blow-down through locally
breached pins) or passage of a
large gas bubble

I

>/

I

D Power shape and power density
redistribution to be determined
Q Source effectiveness
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Example for Reactivity Perturbation: Fuel Movement
Q The reactor mock-up
contains a voided fuel
element ring around the
target region with already
molten fuel at the bottom
a A fuel slug is moved upwards
into the high source
effectiveness and high fuel
worth region
a Power shape and power
density changes to be
determined
a Source effectiveness
(interplay source and
material configuration)
Transmutation and ADS Safety
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SIMMER-III/IV

.3
r
i

Q

v
a
Structure:
:-

•:

2D/3D Euler code
3 velocity fields
higher order differencing
multiple phases (solid, liquid, gas) and phase transitions
multiple components (fuel, steel, coolant, absorber, gas)
flexible equation of state
flow regimes for pool and channel flow
Interfacia! area tracking
structure field
radial and axial heat conduction
elaborate pin model
virtual structure model
structure disintegration model

Transmutation and ADS Safety
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SIMMER-III/IV
Q

\eutronics:
s
:.

a
-••
Q

space - time dependent kinetics
improved quasistatic method
TWODANT based flux shape calculation (2D)
THREEDANT based flux shape calculation (3D) (implementation under way)
multiple weighting functions (X and a weighting)
space-time-energy dependent external neutron source
transient source importance

Future Developments :
•!
molten salt option (loop, neutronics, materials)
&
improved XS sets

Transmutation and ADS Safety
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Space Time Kinetics Valid for Subcritical ADS is shape is
properly recalculated
a Space-time factorization:
ü Quasistatic constraint:

<W(x\— y/(x.,t)>=y = const

ldw
l dN
Q Shape: —— +
v dt vN dt
ü Amplitude:

N

dt

A

ß(*,0

A

Q Point-kinetics parameters: — = — <W, (%F - M)y/ > , q= — <W,Q>
a Weighting functions:

*W = —(%F)*W
k

,

—W
= (%F-M)'W
v
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APS/Critical reactor behavior: Spatial and point kinetics
Computation model
Q The core with good safety
parameters: strong Doppler,
negative void, beta-eff ea. 350 pern.
Q Locations of nodes - for which the
power traces will be given - are
shown
a The same "reactivity" transient (fuel
temperature varies from 900K to
3300K within 1 s) is simulated for
critical and subcritical (initial k-eff~
0.97) cases
a Decay heat contribution is ignored
in the following

Transmutation and ADS Safety
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APS/Critical reactor behavior: Spatial and point kinetics

poim

0 25

05

time is)

0 75

Critical svstern: Spatial kinetics with small shape
steps vs. Point kinetics:
Spatial-Energy-dependent model: reacth ity is
more accurate, shape is similar
Point kinetics power can be improved by
correcting the reactivity only

Subcritical \\stem: Spatial kinetics with sin;)!!
shape steps vs. Point kinetics:
Spatial-Energy-dependent model: reactivity
iind power shape are more accurate
Point kinetics power cannot be improved by
correcting the reactivity only
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APS/Critical reactor behavior: Spatial and point kinetics

a

t*
\2
10
point

09

11Ě
|08
' Q.
<l

''JO 0 7
&

06

025

05
time (si

075

Subcriticnl system: Spatial kinetics with large
shape steps (ca. 0.25 s) vs. Point kinetics:
Q Spatial-Energy-dependent model: shape
recalculations correct both reactivity and
power
Q Spatial kinetics: the point kinetics
acceleration with iteratively improved
parameters is used, convergence with all
weighting functions (when shape steps ->0)
Transmutation and ADS Safety

Siibcn'tical system: Reactivity traces: point
kinetics and spatial kinetics with hirm 1
and Miull shape steps
Q Reactivity can be different with different
weighting functions
Q In the critical case: similar behavior of
reactivity: just starts at higher level (zero)
att=0

1-
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Conclusion on Benchmark Proposal
Q The benchmark should help to understand the behavior of a
subcritical system with external source under transient conditions
a The benchmark should allow to test and compare available methods
and codes
ü The benchmark should include the knowledge base gained by
experiments
Q The benchmark should be largely flexible, starting from simple
configurations and transients up to comprehensive dynamics
problems
a The benchmark should help improving the description of transient
and accident related phenomena in an ADS

Transmutation and ADS Safety
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Benchmarking of the Transient Code
"SIM-MS" to ORNL MSRE Experimental
Zero-Power Data
M. Schikorr
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Institut für Reaktorsicherheit
P.O. Box 3640, D-76021 Karlsruhe, Germany
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Objective:
-

Benchmarking/Validation of „SIM-MS" to ZeroPower Experiments performed at ORNL 10 MW
MSRE during 1965.
Source : „Zero-Power Physics Experiments on the Molten-Salt
Reactor Experiment", Prince, Ball, Engel, Haubenreich.
Kerlin, ORNL- 4233, Feb. 1968)

-

Zero-Power means:
» no temperature feedbacks,
» only neutron kinetics :
•

allows testing if the neutronic characteristics (delayed
neutron precursor physics) of circulating fuel is
correctly simulated in the various computer codes
models.

c*

Modelling of Circulating Fuel in „SIM-MS":
- Neutron Kinetics
Application of transient code system „SIM-MS":
- Comparing experimental measurment results
with calculational SIM-MS results.
- Experiments performed at MSRE (1965):

Topics
Objectives

» Criticality experiments:
• critical 1)235 concentrations
• Control rod reactivity calibrations

Modelling
Benchmarking of Code to Zero-Power
Experiments performed at ORNL 10 MW MSRE
Reactor (1965)

» Determination of reactivity effects of
Circulating Fuel:
•
•

Neutron precursors in core and external loop
Flow reactivity: beta-lost

» Flow Transients :
•
•
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Flg. 1. Sketch of K5BE Arrangement und Flow Diagram.

Important Dates and StatlDtlcs In Operation of Ui« MSRE
Dates
Salt fint loaded Into tanks
Salt first circulated through cor«
First critlcallty
First operation in megawatt range
Reach full power
Complete 30- day run
Complete 3- month run
Complete 6- month run
End nuclear operation operation with * •U
Strip U from fuel carrier salt
First critical with mU
First operation at significant power
with '"B
Reach full power with ™U

October 24,
January 12,
June 1,
January 24,
May 23,
January 14,
April 28,
March 20,
March 26,
August 23 29,
October 2,

984
98
96
98
98
98
96
968
988
968
968

October 8, 968
January 28, 969

Statistics

Critical hours
Integrated power, MW(th) h
Equivalent full-power hours
Fuel pump circulating salt, h
Coolant pump circulating salt, h

IAEA-CRP-Meeting

'"u'

Total*

3 91
20 36
2 54
438
886

15 424
92805
11555
1940S
23 586

•Salt circulation times include prenuclei
k
Tbrough June 1, 1989.

flg. l MSfffi nov Dlugraj

November 2002

"U -

" 515
72 441
9 008
15 042
16 908
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NEUTRON KINETICS

Effect of Circulating Fuel on Delayed Neutron Precursors:

Stationary fuels
Neutron density in the core region of a critical or sub-critical assembly:

Per Neutron Generation Time (core region):
Total neutrons born

:

1000

prompt neutrons
(life time ~ 1fJ4 sec)

:

994

delayed neutrons
:
6 - groups of delayed neutrons:
life time: from 0 2 to 56 sec,
For stationary fuel:

For circulating fuels:

Neutron Precursor Concentration in the core region (for <=6 )

~6

Circulating fluid fuels:
Neutron density in the core region of a critical or sub-critical assembly •

all 6 delayed neutrons are released
and absorbed inside core regions
of the 6 delayed neutrons released
inside core region, about 2-3 are
lost outside the core region (in the
loop)
Core fuel transit time -4-10 sec

' k*. -1
d,

"-i *„

Neutron Precursor Concentration in the core region (/<» «=6 )•

*
Neutron Precursor Concentration in the external loop region (for i= & )•

For above Example:

4

=6-2,
I.e., only 4 neutrons remain in core region

In terms of [pcm]:

400 = 600 - 200

Consequence:
To maintain criticality in liquid fuelled reactors need to compensate
lost neutrons (reactivity) by either.
increase of fissile fuel enrichment, or
adjustment of control rod position .
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= neutron density
= neutron precursor concentration ,i= 6 groups of delayed neutrons
') = reactivity insertion into assembly (critical or sub-critical)
= reactivity lost due to decay of precursors in external loop
= state of criticality of assembly
"" = fraction of delayed neutrons for static fuel conditions
= prompt neutron lifetime
= decay constant of precursor i
= external neutron source strength
= mass flow rate of fluid fuel
= mass of fluid in core, external loop
lAEA-CRP-Meeiing
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NEUTRON KINETICS

Technik und Umwelt

Reactivities and Reactivity Temperature Coefficients:

Different Modelling Approaches for Circulating Fuels:
Neutron density in the core region of a critical or sub-critical assembly
where-

Appraoch A :

Separate Precursor Equation in External Loop
(SIM-MS)

Neutron Precursor Concentration in the core region (for i=6 )

der -_ ». „ß,- „ - A ..Cr~,^
* Y^l ™/(—
w }J
r,JI^J^J-C,
, +C,

Coolant reactivity dependent on coolant temperature
(for all reactor types, ie, thermal and fast systems)
Void coefficient dependent on coolant temperature and
pressure (for all reactor types, ie.; thermal (especially
BWRs) and fast systems)

—

Neutron Precursor Concentration in the

Doppler reactivity dependent on fuel temperature
(for all reactor types, ie.; thermal and fast systems)

l loop region (for i=6

Control rod reactivity
(for all reactor types, ie.; thermal and fast systems)

Approach B :

Time-lagged Precursor Equation (Meghreblian, R,
Holmes.D, Reactor Analysis, ORNL-4397, Eq. 2)

Boron reactivity dependent on coolant temperature
and boron concentration
(mostly for thermal systems (LWRs))
Xenon reactivity (thermal systems)

Neutron Precursor Concentration in the core region (for >=6 )
Burn-up reactivity, slowly decreasing as a function of
fuel residence time
precursors
flowing out

precursors reluming
back into core (time lagged)

where
residence time of precursors in core region

residence time of precursors in loop region
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Effect of Circulating Fuel on Delayed Neutron Precursors

MSRE Reactor : 10 MW Molten Salt Reactor Experiment

Delayed Neutron Fractions in MSRE for U235 Fuel (static) : ßam
ORNL-4233. pq 16

Group

Decay Conslanl

Half-Life

11/secl

[sec]

00124
00305
01114
03013
1 140

5590
2272
622
230
061
023

Operated : at Oak Ridge, from 1965 -1969
1

Main Data:

Source: ORNL-908, 910,1647

Power

Mw

To«
T,„
Flow rate primary loop
Fuel transit time in core
Fuel transit time in loop
Fuel density at 1200 °F
Effective Core size
Graphite Mass

°F
°F
gpm
sec
sec
Ib/ft3
ft3
kg

design: 10
actual: 7.34
1225
1175
1200
8.46
16.73
145.1
24.85
3767

3010

Source ORNL - 4233, pg 23 , ORNL - 2571, Table 1

ORNL

(pcm)

[pcm]

November 2002
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223

00335
02187
01962
03945
01150
00420

1457
1307

2628
766
280

[frl

ß,™< = 66npan]

Calculation
(original)
core limited to
graphite block
eg

Experimentally
measured (19B5)
in MSRE reactor using
U235 molten-salt fuel

Calculation
(revised),
increasing core volume by
20.61 % by including part
of upper and lower
plenum

304

212

222

Calculation
(revised),
increasing core volume by
20.61 % by including part of
upper and lower
plenum as rec by ORNL

Calculation
(revised),
increasing core volume by
21. 3% by including part of
upper and lower
plenum

2134

212

Calculational Results with SIM-MS
SIM-MS
FzK/IRS
Ore Fuel
Simulation
Model

pump start-up transient
pump coast-down transient

Yield Fraction

Reactivity lost in MSRE Reactor due to Fuel Circulation :

Zero-Power Physics Experiments : Source: ORNL-4233
Criticality experiments (U235 concentrations)
o At zero flow rate
o At nominal flow rate, determine /?'-

Delayed Fraction
(slalic fuel)
fpcml

Calculation
core limited to
graphite block

2425
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Effect of Circulating Fuel on Delayed Neutron Precursors :

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Technik und Umwelt
Table 1. KSEB Design Data
Steaperature coefficient of reactivity
of th« fuel, *K-1

.4,y 3j iQ-

Delayed Neutron Fractions In MSRE for U233/U235/Pu239 Fuel (static) :
(Fission fractions. U233=0 936, U235=0 0213, Pu239=0 0433)

Temperature coefficient of reactivity
of th« graphite, 'r-1

-2.6 x 10"

Source ORNL -4396, Fig 41, Table 4 2

Heutron lifetime, sec.

.OOCElf

Total delayed neutron fraction

.00666

/ » * " ß.~~ P:„,

Group

Decay Constan

1
2
3
4
5
6

Half-Life

[1/secl

(sec)

Delayed Fraction
(static fuel)
Ipcml

00126
00337

5501

23 76

0 0821

2057

8576
71 90
82 14
15 79
1 003

02964
0 2485
0 2838
0 0546
0 0347

499
213
061
028

0139

0325

1 130
2500

ß,,«,c =

orI

r
r

Yield Fraction
ffrl

28938

Reactivity lost in MSRE Reactor due to Fuel Circulation : ß*«

Source ORNL -4396, Table 42
Calculation
core volume
increased by 20.61
ORNL
% by including part of
upper and lower
plenum

FT

^ «-• = 289 4 lPC'"]

Experimentally
measured (1868)
in MSRE reactor using
U233 mixture molten-salt fue I

P loll

(pern)

1005

100 +'- 15%

1)

" Data obscured by effect of circulating bubbles (rel large void fraction - 0 5 %vo ), only by indirect
measurement (during control rod calibra ion experiment)

Calculational Results with SIM-MS
SIM-MS
FzK/IRS
Circ Fuel
Simulation
»Model

[pcm]

Karlsruhe

Calculation
(revised),
Calculation
ncreasing core volume by
(onginal)
core limited to
/20.61 % by including part
graphite block region
of upper and lower
plenum as rec by ORNL
1208

November 2002
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Calculation
(revised),
ncreasing core volume by
21.3 % by including part of
upper and lower
plenum

Beactirity loss due to fuel
circulation, jí 6K
K
Flow rate In the primary loop, gpn

-0.212
...
1200

Plow rate in tbe aecondary loop, gjm

830

Fuel transit time in the core, sec.

8.5

Fuel transit time in external primary
loop, sec.

jg.f

Total secondary loop transit tlae, sec.

Zk.Z

Heat Transfer
Fuel salt heat capacity, VK sec/°F

k£

Graphite heat capacity, Mf sec/'P

3.6

Heat exchanger beat capacity, «H sec/*F

.If

Sulk graphite - fuel salt heat transfer
coefficient, m/'f

0.02

Fuel salt-beat exchanger metal heat
transfer coefficient, KH/'F

0.36

Heat exchanger metal, secondary
salt-heat tranefet coefficient, «a/'f

0.17

Fraction of power generated in the fuel

0.93

10&.9
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Fig. 7. Effect of Z«U Mats on inactivity.
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Integral Worth of Control Rod No. 1.
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/namic Test 2 : Pump Startup Transient
Assumptions dunng t < 13 sec.
1.

Core flow rate : * 1 .4 nominal

2.

Rod withdrwal rate limited : 0.5 inches/sec as in MSRE Plant

L.

Control Rod Withdraw! during Pump Startup

TOP OF MOST SMPHrTf
UPPER RpP LIMIT

£\

A

^

*^wu^v___

8

/

Í5 8 8 8 K 8

Positive Reactivity Insertion [pcm]

Positive Excess Reactivity Inserted by
withdrawing Control Rods to compensate

/,
/

/

• ORNIL Experimental Data

"

s,%, v&

/

61

- so
I
10

r

0

20,.

40

, 3 0

Time [sec]

50

Fi»l Flow R«. during Pump Startup
120

ICO

J
>...-^**^"

.'•' '/

I "

/

•
Fig, 2.

Relation of Rod Position and Levels in Reactor Vessel.
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Neutron Kinetics for Circulating Fuel:

Dynamic Test 3 : Pump Coastdwon Transient

Fractions of Neutron Precursors remaining incore
Comparison of 2 different approaches in modelling Circulating Fuel

Control Rod Insertion during Pump Coastdown

250

- -

-----

-

-

1.

Core inflow of recursors are time- lagged (Meghreblian)

2.

Seperate set of precursor equations for loop („SIM-MSRE")
lift)
001240
003050
011MO
030130
114000
301000

dmdl
•hmjjl
iHtlTlö
«m<M
'birTd5
!lam"a6

1.1/2 |MC|
9591
22.69
621
230
OS1
023

PQ.599 «l 9214 ItočK^ExcjTmodelpoults!

0409
,'0486
"' ,0.695 ^

'/ 0.915 :
- *0á68

0

10

20
Fra:tton Of 5-C.roup Delayed Neul ronP recursar« hsldť Core Region
cifORNL MSRE Ck-culatln.a Fuel R«»eta <«)RNL•4233)
100

I

Pump Coastdown Flow Rate
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I
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Reactor Design : ORNL MSRE , 10 MWth Molten Salt Reactor
Source: ORNL-4233
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Conclusions :

The experimental data on MSRE as documented in
ORNL-4233 is ideal for validating the modelling (i.e.
computer models) of the neutron characteristcs of
circulating fuels (neutron kinetics only; no temperature
feedbacks).
2.

The neutron kinetic part of the transient code system
SIM-MSRE has been validated for circulating fuel type
reactors by comparing results to experimental MSRE
data (no temperature feedbacks).
Betajost for MSRE could be calculated within 0.5% error:
measured in MSRE:
212 pcm,
calculated with SIM-MS:
213 2 pcm
if one makes the same assumption as ORNL as regards „effectivi
core volume („effective" vol + 20.61 % larger than graphite core •egion)
re
The Pump start-up transient can be retraced quite well if one allows for
a somewhat larger core flow rate dunng the pump run-up time. The
effect on the limitation of rate control rod withdraw! rate ( max. = 0.5
inches/sec) can be also observed quite well (constant reactivity
gradient dunng pump run-up).
The Pump coast-down transient can be retraced quite well Close to
perfect agreement between calculation and experiment can be
observed if one allows for a faster pump run-down rate than the
measured data.
The formulation adopted in SIM-MS of descnbmg the time dependence
of the precursor concentration in the external loop by a seperate
nd the expei

3.

No experimental data in the power range of MSRE (i.e.:
flow transients) could be found thus far to also validate
the codes in the power range (with temperature
feedbacks).
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Additional Comments on
CRP
'Studies of Advanced Reactor Technology Options for Effective Incineration
of Radioactive Waste'

W. Maschek

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, IKET
Postfach 3640, D-76021 Karlsruhe

Technical Meeting on the CRP: 'Studies of Advanced Reactor Technology Options for Effective
Incineration of Radioactive Waste'
Karlsruhe, 5-8 November 2002
Transmutation and ADS Safety

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
in der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft

CRP(l)
O CRP should represent a 'leap forward' in understanding of some
areas in transmuter physics and safety:
• concentrate on transmuters
• critical and subcritical systems
• cover neutronic, thermal-hydraulic/mechanical and fuel issues
• concentrate on issues of transient phenomena (dynamics)

O CRP should have the freedom to deal with 'innovative* approaches
and ideas
Transmutation and ADS Safety

Aoc -

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
in der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft

CRP(2)

Q Investigation on 'transient states' should cover the design basis
condition and design extension condition area:
• Identify where information is lacking
• Identify where information may be needed in the future
• Provide information if possible

Transmutation and ADS Safety

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
in der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft

Example of Design Issues to be Investigated
Parameters:
a
a
a
Q
a
Q
O
o
a
a
a
Transmutation and ADS Safety

Strategy
Power
Core/Blanket Dimension
Pin-design, p/d,
Subcriticality
Fuel
Clad/Structure
Coolant
Cycles/Burnup
Safety parameters

-A04-

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
in der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft

Example of Neutronic Issues to be Investigated

0.8

Q Transient power shape
changes in an ADS
depending on transient
subcriticality levels

Í0.6
li

a Source importance changes
during core material
rearrangements (e.g.
voiding, clad and fuel
motion)

J0.4

"g

Í0.2

0.5

1

radial position (m)

1.5

O Source importance control

Transmutation and ADS Safety

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
in der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft

Example of Thermal-hydraulic/mechanical Issues to be Investigated

Q Fuel pin behavior under transient conditions
•
•
•
•
•

Pin behavior (Pb/Bi cooling)
Gas behavior and release (He)
Clad behavior and clad relocation
Multiphase flow for HLMs
Voiding
Blockage formation

Transmutation and ADS Safety

D
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Example of Fuel Issues to be Investigated

Q Fuel behavior under transient conditions:

•
•
•

Generic behavior of transmuter fuels
Fuel motion and projection
Separation of fuel and matrix
Dispersivity potential (T

Transmutation and ADS Safety

Activity in Reactor Physics of
Transmutation in Hungary
Presented by P. Vértes on CRP meeting,
November 5-8, 2002, Karlsruhe

Participants
KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Budapest, Hungary (KFKI-AERI)
Institute of Nuclear Techniques of Budapest
University of Technology (INT-BUTE)

Trend and scope
Critical and subcritical (ADS) molten salt
technology
Theoretical reactor physical investigations
with standard computer codes

Activity in KFKI-AERI
Building up a reactor physical
calculation system for ADS
Participating in MUSE-4 benchmark
Conception of a 'small scale' ADS
system with e-n converter

-405'-

Activity in INT-BUTE
Development of Multiregional molten salt reactor
(MRMSR) concept
Burn-up calculations for different versions of the MRMSR
based on the codes of the SCALE packages
Reactor kinetics
- modifications to MCNP to simulate the
motion of delayed neutron precursors
Thermal-hydraulics
- 3D CFD calculations with the CFX code

Calculational basis of
subcritical systems In ÄER1
• MCNPX 2.2.3 for neutron source
> TORT 3-D multigroup transport code
• NJOY99andTRANSX2.15codesENDFfor
processing data to multigroup constants
• Isotope composition by TIBSO multinodal
nuclear transition code
» Ad-hoc interface programs

IVIUSE-4 benchmark - first
try
Criticality calculation for COSMO, MUSE1112, MUSE-976 configurations:
• 172-group TORT calculation with ERANOS
group structure (upper limit 19.64MeV)
• 4-group calculation with condensed
constants
Result: good agreement in flux and
response values, somewhat higher keff

Dependence of calculated keff on the applied evaluated data
Calculation performed for COSMO (172 group calculation)
JEF2.2keff =1.01168
ENDF/B-VI keff =1.0057
JENDL3.2keff =1.02391
In comparison of JEF and ENDF/B:
the difference in Pu-239 data must be the largest one.
half of this difference is from the different fission
spectra

Launching feasibility study
of a
Electron accelerator (e-n converter)
Molten salt technology with online
chemical processing in primary loop
Molten salt secondary loop
Steam generator similar LMFBR's one
Dimension compatible with a WER vessel

Transmutator in a WER vessel
primary loop
to chemical processing

secondary inlet
heat exchanger

Multiplication factor vs. concentration

1 28

1 326

concentration (g/cm3)

Average specific power

1.19

1.241

1.28

fuel concentration (g/cm3)

1.326

1.372

Axial specific power 17.5 cm from the center

height (cm)

Radial specific power at 65 cm height

l o i o i n i o i o m m m i n
T- CM co •«* in co t^- co o>
r(cm)

8 S

Radial specific power at 165 cm height
80 -i
701,19

60-

1,241

50-

1,28

§ 403č

1,326
1,372

3020100

r (cm)

Principal conclusion from
st
the 1 investigation
It is possible to obtain a satisfying
specific power (~80kw/liter) with an
accelerator of power 600kW if about
1.37 g/cmA3 spent fuel material can be
mixed to the molten salt

AAA-

IVIuItiregional molten salt reactor
Main features
- the core is divided into
separate regions
- each region has a separate
primary loop
- loops are only neutronically
and thermally coupled

Results of the analysis
- different spectra can be
formed in the regions
- the efficiency of
transmutation is increased
- further optimization needed
1 OOE-03

I OOE-01

I OOE-tOl

1OOC403
Energy |eV)

1 OOE-K»

I OOE-KJ7

I OOE-K)S

Laboratory of Reactor
Analysis (RAL)
Head: A. Kereszturi, (former heads Dr. J.
Gado, Prof. Z. Szatmáry)
Main scope of activity: Reactor physical and safety analysis of
WER type reactors supporting Paks NPP operation
Other subjects: VVRSZM Research reactor, spallation neutron
sources, biological shielding calculations etc.
Codes are partly implementation of well-known codes from
Code Centers and partly are own developments

- /tlít

Transmutation of waste with
ADS
From 1999
E-N converter sources are chosen
First analysis
P. Vértes, A. Brolly: Evaluation of neutron sources for ADTW
systems, 10th International Conference on Emerging Nuclear
Energy Systems (ICENES 2000), 24-28. Sept. 2000., Petten,
Conclusion: E-N converters are about 30 times less effective
than the spallation sources but this disadvantages may be
compensated by their low cost, small dimension and stability
in operation

Activities

in the Field of Nuclear Transmutations
in Poland
Stefan Taczanowski

Faculty of Physics, University of Min. & Metallurgy
Cracow, Poland
/IAEA Tech. Comm. Meeting, ArgonneJUSA, 28.1 1-1.12. 20007
Academic staff:
/the Cracow group/

Jerzy Janczyszyn
Jerzy Cetnar
Gražyna Domaňska
Piotr Gronek
Mariusz Kopec
VWadysfaw Pohorecki
/lust. Nud. Problems, Swierk/Warsaw

Aleksander Polanski

/on leave for JINR, Dubna, Russia/

Completed (in 2000) projects:
/national/

IWetítxalization of High Level Nuclear Waste in Accelerator-driven
Sfyszems
FAě Itfatri/on/cs of Nuclear Waste (Pu and MA) Incineration System

Jt&ät started project:
MUSE Experiments for Subcritical Neutronics Validation
Contribution to the project
1. Participation in experimente on Dubna Subcritical Assembly
2. Validation of calculation tools
3. Further development of calculation methods
!

Official circumstances:
Membership of Poland in the JiNR Dubna
Cooperation agreement UMM - JINR Dubna

Fac. of Phys. & Nucl. Tech.,
U. Min. & Met., Cracow, PL

mí M
• «•mi 43% A fi
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1
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1T4GAL SYSTEMS
TACZANOW8KI

Faculty of Physics & Nuclear Techniques, Univ. of Mining & Metallurgy
Cracow 30 059, Poland
e-mail: taczanowski@novell.fti.agh.edu.pl

the MCNP code, for studies of sufeerltical kinetics
Better uvntevslandlng of the routine results provided by the code, thus, its proper use
Seek for adequate ways of reactivity measurement (in particular - noise methods)
In an accelerator-driven subcritical system: SAD Subcritical Assembly in Dubna

Fac. of Phys. & Nucl. Tech.,
U. Min. & Met., Cracow, PL
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The Experimental Accelerator Driven Installation
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Simulated subcritical system
sphere

esmpostion: 8016 4.8-2 922350,18-2 922382.22-2

Fac. of Phys. & Nucl. Tech.,
U. Min. & Met., Cracow, PL

Neutron spectrum in the UOa sphere
/KCODE mode, 280 groups, 1E-8-20MeV/

mil

nul

t i » MIH!

i i i nml

central
sphere

15-15-=

1É-16

i n IHII

1E6

1E4

i 1 1 mm

1E3

i m mu i iiniiii

1&1

1E2

nil] i i i mni

1&0

Energy

Fac. of Phys. & Nucl. Tech.,
Ü. Mia & Met., Cracow, PL

i&lMeV]

Prompt neutron pulse simulation
/MCNP
1E-5

flux
defined
source

1000

2000

time

j

3000

[^is]4000

/Fixed Source mode/

The pulse initialed by ihe fission source (i.e.
the srctp one) is not free of harmonics in contrast
to the one based on the flux defined source

Fafc. or Pfcyfc. & Nucl Tech,
U. MĚQ, & Met, Cracow, PL

8t6rs

KCODE
mode

Fixed Source

/flux based/
mode

KCODE
mode

Fixed Source Fixed Source
/flux based/ /srctp based/
mode
mode

fission neutr./
pulse decay constant a
N=
k** pulse decay
/regression based/
life span source 1-1/N constant
1/d-k9ff)
8
A
neutron
a=p/A
N,
1
1
[us]'
[us]
D*r
0.2385 25.5 0.9608± 0.1657
0.1647±5 0.1 602 ±.0010
0.9620 26.3
.0004
±.0010
±0.2
±.0002 ±.15
(0.1668±7, all (without initial
data)
peak)
Kaff

The above results show a satisfying consistence. The agreement of the values of
decay constants obtained in the KCODE and the Fixed Source modes allow for
accepting the fission life span /given in the KCODE output/ as the generation
time.
Fac. of Phys. & Nucl. Tech.,
U. Min. & Met., Cracow, PL

Calculation model
of Subcritical Assembly in Dubna

1.5 [m]

Fac. of Phys. & Nucl. Tech.,
U. Min. & Met, Cracow, PL

NeutroniG distributions in SAD vs. time
1£~8 -=

tg-Ť -=

mean flux in outer concrete /no B at al

1E-6 -=

fissioning (no B at all)

1E~9

mean flux in outer concrete
/B in inner zone/

1E-10 -=

fissioning (B in shield, Cd in Pb)

1E-12 -= mean flux in concrete
(B overall)
1E-13
O.QE+0

1.0E+4

210E+4

time

3.0E+4

[shakes] 4.0E+4

Fac. of Phys. & Nucl. Tech.,
U. Min. & Met., Cracow, P

Neutron flux decay
in the concrete shields
of the SAD model

1e-2
1e-3

neutron source pulse

[arbit
units]

FWHM = 0.02 ms
mean = 0.03 ms

1e-4

1e-5

1e-7

1e-9

~

waterless
concrete + Cd

1e-10

[ms] 4

Fac. of Phys & Nuci. Tech.
U.Min. & Metal. Cracow, PI

Parametern of the neytron field decay
/the SAD model/

prompt
Option

keff

ks

total
keff

ks

regular 0.9445 0.9507 0.9480 0.9536
shield ±.0005
±.0005
no H2O 0.9500 0.9563 0.9537 0,9588
í|n* shield ±.0005
±.0004

ß
&
[pcmj ÍPpm]

.•

393

noH2O 0.9460 0.9523 0.9500 0.9541 ±30
in* shield ±.0006
±.0006
+Cd

252
±70

Pulse
decay
'time

[ms]

T

TS
Pulse decay
/fission life /decay slope,
time
span,
Fixed
/no fissions/
KCODE/
Source/
[ms]
Ins]
[us]

0.66

15.8

36.5

0.70

0.47

5.6

23.5

0.44

0.098

1.5

4.5

0.05

slightly adjusted with fuel content

Fac. of Phys. & Nucl. Tech.»
U. Min. & Met., Cracow, PL

Neutron Spectra in Water-pooled SAD Option
1E+1 -a

1E+0 -d
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o
• SAD H2O coolant, PuO2 27%, H2O-6% voí.
SAD H2O coolant, PuO2 27% , H2O -2% vol
SAD H2O coolant, PuO2 27% , H2O -4% vol.
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MCNP4C modelled neutron pulse

prompt component
integral
fit

delayed component
its integral
A

1E-5

16000 [sh] 20000

UC sphere, 040cm, pulse frequency 5 kHz,

Fac. of Phys. & Nud. Tech.,
U. Xfia & Met., Cracow, PL

Statistics of Neutron Pulse Simulation
with the MCNP code
SAD
10000

fission events
mean value
low
f4 tally
high -----

1000 -

100 -

44444.44444^44

1000

2000

3000
4000
time in shakes

5000

6000

Diven factor approximations
0,90

l

l

, l

. l

Dv
X

Ü7D
hen Terrell
X Zucker & Holden
present study
O MCNP

Q6Ö

223

7 ' 7 '

240

260

280
V

300

A very simple algorithm: int(v-(ran*ran}*0.5)
for generation of neutron mutttpHcraes is nearly free of bias

s, of Pip. & Nud Tecfc.,
U. l». & MSt., Cracow, PL

Monte-Carlo Simulation
of Multiplying Chain Properties
/influence of extended neutron lifetime/

decoupled system

reflected system

o

500

Time

1500

Fase, ©f Whys. & Nucl. Tech.,
U. MIL & Met., Cracow, PL

Monte-Carlo Simulation
of Multiplying Chain Properties
/influence of delayed neutrons/

50% contribution
of delayed neutrons
30-

no delayed neutrons
20-

10-

I
2

Tim«

[ms] 4

Fae. of řhys. & Nucl. tech.,
U. Min. & Met., Cracow, PL

Monte-Carlo Simulation
of Multiplying Chain Properties
!

12 neutron source pulses
within the time window span/

20

2

Time

[ms]4

Fas. of PJfys. & Nucl. Tech.,
Ú. MÍL & Met., Čťačíow, PL

Monte-CarlQ Simulation
of Multiplying Chain Properties
/influence of detection efficiency/

1E+1 -=

detection of all fission events

1E+0-=

1E-1 -^

detection of 1% of fission events

1&3

1E-4

[ms] 4

e. of Pfcyfc. & Nucl. Tech.,
U. Mm & Met., Cracow, PL

Monte-Carlo Simulations of Multiplying Chains
/continued/

no detection dead time
l u s dead time

o

1000

3000

jjisj 4000

CONCLUSIONS
In search of the internal consistence of the MCNP code
has been demonstrated that
for bare systems the slope of prompt neutrons decay has agreed with the
parameters of neutron multiplication:
k (prompt) and fission life span as the generation time.
In case of reflected systems the zone adjacent to the subcritical core
/reflector + shield/ proved to be a neutron storage, i.e. a second
"source0 determining the behaviour of neutron field. The observed
parameters of the neutron field decay as affected by this region do not
reflect properties of the multiplication chain alone.
The option of water cooled research assembly deserves consideration
whereas
the effective decoupling as not achieved yet
requires further investigations.
The test of application of the Feynman-a method to the analysis of
kmefics of reflected subcrifical systems has proved:
its independence of the core surrounding, but
iiíš šB:ň:s5fivíty to the detection efficiency and the detector dead time as
requiring its reliable knowledge
may be a problem.
In addition to this, a direct comparison of the calculations
with the respective experiment seems hardly possible
in view of excessive computation times,
Further pertinent studies
including tte application of the 3-rd mwrnrA to the reactivity measurements
am foreseen.

OHP-1

Comparison of World and Indian Nuclear Scenarios

Western

Indian

High

Low

Breeding Requirement

Low priority

High priority

Uranium Resources

Easy and cheap

Limited

Waste Disposal

Serious issue

Relatively Minor at

Fissile Material
Availability

present
Thorium Utilisation

Limited Interest

Very Important

OHP-2
THREE STAGE INDIAN NUCLEAR PROGRAM

II

PHWRs

Natural Uranium

Pu, Depleted Uranium

FBRs

Pu+DU

Pu
Pu inventory Conservation and
Moderate Breeding

500 M We Prototype FBR Project
(IGCAR, Kalpakkam)
• Design Completed; closed Pu
fuel cycle.
• Advanced stage of regulatory
clearance
• Construction to start soon at
Kalpakkam, near Madras,
South India.
III

THORIUM UTILISATION
1. Advanced HWR with Pu seed; recycling of U-233; passive safety features
such as natural circulation of coolant etc.
2. ADSS: Road Map prepared assessing our goals and capabilities;
Proposed USD 50M in next 5-10 years for R&D, experimental programs,
accelerator development, with milestone projects.

OHP-3
ADSS DESIGN GOALS
®
»
«
•

Thorium Utilisation
Minimum Fissile Inventory
Improved Breeding Characteristics
Reduced Accelerator Currents

One-Way Coupled Core Design

(Daniel&Petrov, Abalain et al)

Thermal Systems with Low K-eff could be used without
incresing the accelerator current
Window & Target Design - Theoretical and Experimental Programs
Accelerator Development Program
Reactor Physics Experimental Program
I

Subcritical Facility with 14 MeV Source at PURMMA (2004)
About 300 NU Metal Rods - Light Water Moderated- Hexagonal
Pitch (Similar to FEAT Core of CERN) See Fig.
K-eff » 0.88
S * l O9 n/47c.sec

II

Experiments in AHWR- Critical Facility
HW Moderator; 19 Rod NU Cluster (Driver Zone); (Pu+Th) MOX
Cluster of AHWR (2006)
Needs development of compact 14 MeV Source
Study of One-Way Coupled Core (thermal systems)
Adjustable Sub-Criticality

OHP-4

Development of Codes
(BARC & IGCAR)
Neutron Transport & Diffusion Theory
Codes; Fuel Management
Nuclear Data

Monte Carlo Codes
Neutron Dynamics

Multi Group Libraries
Thermal reactors:
69,172 WIMS
libraries from IAEA, 2002
Isotopes of Th Cycle added with NDS,
IAEA help
Hope to interact with NDS on ADS Data
requirements as well (!!??)
Fast Reactors:
ABBN 90
MONALI with WIMS 69 Group
Conversion to "point energy model" to
be undertaken
GEAR/PREDIS with Source Options
and equations for Thermal Hydraulics
Feedbacks
Evaluation of lumped TH parameters
for the above (Target Zone TH) Theory & Expts.)
ODEON - ID Multigroup Dynamics
Code with Source & Feedback Eqns.
Fast Reactor Safety Analysis Codes.

SUB CRITICAL FACILITY AT PURNIMA
Tubes for flux measurement
(6 nos & angle betntwo= 120°)
OD-7.94, WT=1.27, L-720

Guide Tubes (300 nos)
OD=40,WT=1.14,L=1080

Central Tube for N Source
II>135,WT=7.5,L=1080

Calandria Tube Sheet
OD-1420, T=40,
Calandria shell
ID-1400,WT=10,L=1000

Clarification of Key Thermal-Hydraulic Phenomena
in Severe Transients of Accelerator Driven Systems

Koj i Morita, Kenji Fukuda, Tatsuya Matsumoto
Kyushu University, Institute of Environmental Systems, Japan
Cooperative partners
Werner Maschek, FZK/IKET, Germany
Yoshiharu Tobita, JNC/OEC, Japan
IAEA CRP, Nov. 5-8, 2002
Karlsruhe, Germany

IAEA CRP, Nov 5-8, 2002
Karlsruhe. Germany

Backgrounds
Safety analysis of severe transients in ADS
Extensive application of past safety assessment study for critical FR
Similar design features to critical system such as sodium-cooled FR
Different accident sequences in ADS from general critical FRs
Large recriticality potential & poor safety coefficients of dedicated core
Deteriorated thermo-mechanical properties of dedicated fuel
Unique properties of lead or lead^-bismuth coolant

Mechanistic analysis of severe transients of ADS
Clarification of key thermal-hydraulic and neutronic phenomena
Development of physical models for accident analysis code

IAEA CRP Nov 5-8 2002
Karlsruhe. German v

Objective of the present work
Clarification of key thermal-hydraulic phenomena for
mechanistic analysis of severe transients in ADS
Phenomenological considerations of key thermal-hydraulic
phenomena
Extensive application of past safety assessment studies
Experimental studies on key thermal-hydraulic phenomena
Verification of physical models for accident analysis codes
Application to mechanistic analysis of severe transients of ADS
Improvement of safety assessment of ADS

IAEA CRP, Nov 5-8, 2002
Karlsruhe, Germany

Cooperative works with partners
Kyushu University, Japan
Clarification of key thermal-hydraulic phenomena
Experimental study for model verification
Development of physical models for key phenomena
Safety analysis codes SIMMER-III/IV

FZK/IKET, Germany
Safety assessment of ADS
Development of analytical tools for ADS
SIMMER-III/IV codes

JNC/OEC, Japan
Safety assessment of FBR
Development of analytical tools for FBR
SIMMER-III/IV codes

Outline of SIMMER-III/IV codes

IAEA CRP. Nov 5-8. 2002
Karlsruhe, Germany

2D/3D, Eulerian, multiphase, multicomponent fluid-dynamics codes
Fuel-pin model (currently for oxide fuels)
Space and energy dependent neutron kinetics model
TWODANT7THREEDANT basis
External neutron source model for ADS
Multiphase, multicomponent models
3-velocity fields:
One for vapor and two for liquids
Multiple flow regime:
Pool and channel flows
Multicomponent EOSs for basic reactor materials:
Fuel, structure, coolant, control and fission gas
Multicomponent heat- and mass-transfer models:
Melting/freezing (M/F) and vaporization/condensation (V/C)

IAEA CRP, Nov 5-8, 2002
Karlsruhe, Germany

Typical severe transients in ADS (1)
Review ofFZK study on safety analysis of ADS
ULOF analysis of lead-cooled ADS using SIMMER-HI (ICONE-9 3311, 2001)
1,200 MWth with subcriticality level of keff = 0.98

Recriticality potential
Void worth
Doppler feedback
Effective delayed neutron fraction

Dedicated core
(bumer/transmuter)
Dedicated oxide fuel
(75%MAs+25%Pu)
about 60 critical mass
positive (~ 5,000 pcm)
small
ßeff - 160 pcm

Thorium core
.(energy amplifier)
U233/Th232 oxide fuel
(12% enrichment)
only 2 critical mass
negative
large
peff - 350 pcm

Neutron generation time

A •- 1.7x10-7 s

A ~5.5x10-7s

Core fuel

IAEA CRP. Nov 5-8,2002
Karlsruhe. Germany

Typical severe transients in ADS (2)
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Reactor power and reactivity transients
- with gas blowdown from FZK study, ICONE-9 3311, 2001

IAEA CRP, Nov 5-8, 2002
Karlsruhe. Germany

Typical severe transients in ADS (3)
Results of FZK study on safety analysis of ADS

Dedicated core behavior
Elimination of subcriticality and significant reactivity insertion
Coolant voiding due to gas blowdown
Possible nuclear excursion due to deteriorated safety parameters
Thorium core behavior
Subcriticality level does not protect the core from disruption, but
accident progression stays benign.
Rather mild sequences by overall good safety coefficients

IAEA CRP, Nov 5-8, 2002
Karlsruhe, Germany

Physical properties of LBE (1)
Comparison of LBE properties with other typical core materials
Lead-Bismuth *

Sodium

Melting point
(K)

397

371

Normal boiling point (Tb)
(K)

1943

1155

Stainless Steel

3041

(liquidus)

(liquidus)

3085

3811

9555
(solidus)

Liquid density
(kg/m3)

8694

743

7071

(Tb)

(Tb)

(liquidus)

Liquid viscosity
(mPa s)

0.724

0159
(Tb)

(liquidus)

(Tb)

(Uo8PUo2)l98

1753

451
(liquidus)

7.48

26.6

48.6

16.6

(liquid at Tb)

(liquid at Tb)

(liquidus)

345
(solidus)

Specific heat
at constant pressure (J/kg K)

147
(liquid)

135
(liquid at Tb)

798
(liquidus)

749
(solidus)

Surface tension
(N/m)

0319
(Tb)

0.286

1 27
(hquidus)

0.528
(liquidus)

Thermal conductivity
(W/mK)

(Tb)

1

44.5 wt% Pb and 55.5 wt% Bi

IAEA CRP, Nov 5-8, 2002
Karlsruhe. Germany

Physical properties of LBE (2)

08

10
103/T (K-1)

Saturation pressure of LBE and sodium

2000

3000

Temperature (K)

Densities of LBE, MOX and stainless steel

Comparison of LBE properties with other typical core materials

IAEA CRP. Nov 5-8. 2002
Karlsruhe. Germany

Physical properties of LBE (3)
Effects of unique LBE properties on accident sequences
Low vapor pressure (high boiling point)
Pin failure under single-phase coolant conditions
Gas blowdown into single-phase channel
Less FCIs or unpromising driving force for fuel dispersion
Large density
Relocation of molten cladding due to buoyancy
No severe fuel compaction due to gravity
Sedimentation of disrupted oxide pin fuel
Large coolabilty by natural coolant circulation even in ULOF

IAEA CRP, Nov 5-8, 2002
Karlsruhe. Germany

Key factors in reactivity change
Cladding failure in
single-phase channel
Molten-cladding relocation ,
due to buoyancy /
1
[

t

Pin disruption

\

FP gas release

\
Gore voiding

pcioiant boiling ;

j

\

Melt freezing & channel
blockage

-<

>-

Restriction of fuel
dispersion

\

N

FfeíélíSédiméritation /
Reactivity
Reactivity
reduction
insertion
(ADS with dedicated core)

(

IAEA CRP, Nov 5-8 2002
Karlsruhe, Germany

Key thermal-hydraulic phenomena (1)
Gas blowdown into single-phase channel form gas plenums
Rather high pressurization in gas plenums
He production by Am and Cm decay
Possible large reactivity insertion
Core voiding around core mid-plane and its extension
Physical model verification for SIMMER codes
Recent study conducted by JNC and Kyoto University
Two-phase flow experiments in heavy molten metal
Steady and transient characteristics of two-phase flows
with large liquid density

IAEA CRP. Nov 5-8, 2002
Karlsruhe. Germany

Key thermal-hydraulic phenomena (2)
Relocation of disrupted core materials
i
i l
Possibility of ]
I— •—I I channel blockage I

Claddir g

Particle jamming behaviors
Effect of channel geometry

Molten cis jdi
f

Relocation of ^
molten cladding
N^due to buoyancyJ

Melt quench A
by colder coolant
and structure J

Liquid/liquid two-phase ff w
with heavy density

i

ibris formation and
•.ezing on structure

\

Expected key mechanisms in relocation of disrupted core material
through single-phase channel

IAEACRP Nov 5-8 2002
Karlsruhe. Germany

Proposal of experimental study
Melt relocation experiment
Release of molten metal into a
narrow channel filled with coolant
Molten metal: wood's metal
Tm = - 60 deg.C
Coolant: water
Experimental parameters
Superheating of molten metal
Coolant temperature
Channel geometry
Solid particles included in melt

Heater

>

in

^ Molten metal
(Wood's metal)
Coolant(water) pool

&,

cm
High-speed

H ^ ""

li
r

Width :30cm
Height 40cm

^ -^ Structure with

narrow channel
Temperature
controlled bath

Schematic view of experimental apparatus

IAEA CRP, Nov 5-8, 2002
Karlsruhe;. Germany

Proposal for work scope
First term activities (2002-2003)
Phenomenological consideration of key thermal-hydraulic phenomena
Necessary development of SIMMER-III/IV and its application
Proposal and formulation of experimental study
Relocation behaviors of molten materials through coolant channel

Second term activities (2004-2005)
Experimental verification of physical models for SIMMER-III/IV
Physical model development and improvement
Application of advanced models to SIMMER-III/IV
Improvement of ADS safety analysis

IAEA CRP. Nov 5-8 2002
Karlsruhe, Germany

Mechanistic simulation of ULOF (1)

050

000

17.00 S

1710s

17.20 S

1729s

Distributions of liquid-field components and velocity vector of heavier liquids
in core, and axial reflector regions
- Dedicated core WITH gas blowdown from FZK study, ICONE-9 3311, 2001

IAEA CRP, Nov 5-8, 2002
Karlsruhe. Germany

Mechanistic simulation of ULOF (2)
Velocity vector
5 m/s

050

* 000
17.00 s

1778s

1880s

19.82S

Distributions of liquid-field components and velocity vector of heavier liquids
in core, and axial reflector regions
- Dedicated core WITHOUT gas blowdown from FZK study, ICONE-9 3311, 2001

IAEA CRP, Nov 5-8. 2002
Karlsruhe, Germany

Effects of gas blowdown on transients
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Karlsruhe. Germany

Material relocation and reactivity change
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History of fuel and steel mass, and vapor volume
in core region
Thorium core (energy amplifier)
- with gas blowdown -

Reactor power and reactivity transients

from FZK study, ICONE-9 3311, 2001
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Karlsruhe, Germany

Gas-blowdown simulation by SIMMER-IN

10

1.5

20

25

3.0

35

4.0

45

Axial height (m)

Helium gas blowdown into lead-coolant channel
from FZK study, ICONE-9 3311, 2001
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IAEA CRP Proposal for Advanced Reactor
Technology Options
- Status of KAERI Core Design Activities & Research Proposals

November 6, 2002

Sang Ji Kim
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
x» '

KOI ea Atomic Knergv Research Institute

Contents
Overview of Reactor Cores Designed by KAERI
- Serve as Reference Reactor Model

Core Design Methodologies of KAERI
- What I can do and What I can't do
- Limit my Contribution

Perspective of CRP by KAERI's View
- What should be the main purpose of this CRP

Suggestions for Work Scopes
Conclusion

Xi'i l

Kore.i Atomic Knergj Research Institute

KALIMER Breakeven Core

3922
386 2/530 0

Thermal Output (MW)
Core Inlet/Outlet Temp (°C)

100
^ I n t e r n a l Blankes«
0 Radial Blanket
£ Control Rod

(Í)
(•)
Q
A

USE
OEM
Reflector
B«C Shield

Q IVS
g) Shield
Total

48

6

i
6
48
54
54
72
367

Core Diameter (cm)
Fuel Form

3352
U-TRU-10Zr

Core Structure Material

HT9

Average Breeding Ratio
Refueling Intervals (months)
No of Batches for Driver Fuel/IB/RB
Feed Fuel Ennchment(Total TRU) (w/o)
Burnup Reactivity Swing (pcm)
Average Driver Fuel Burnup (MWD/kg)
Peak Fuel Discharge Burnup (MWD/kg)
Peak Linear Power (W/cm)

105
18

Peak Neutron Flux ( 1015 n/cm2 sec)
Equivalent Diameter of Total Core 3 24 m1

Peak Discharge Fast Fluence ( 1023 n/cm2)
Sodium Void Reactivity(BOEC/EOEC) (pcm)

3/3/6
3000
8964

876
121
287 1

301
307
457/722*

' considering (DF+IB-t-RB+GEM) voiding

KOI ca Atomic Energ\ Rcs-earch Institulc

Optional Reactor Cores

Ultra-Long Life Core (1000 M We)

TRII Burner (600 MWe)

Cycle Length (year)
Fuel Enrichment (wt %)
Zoncl
Zone 2
Zone 3

33 Breeding Ratio
BOL
MOL
EOL
8.03 Average Fuel Bumup (MWD/kg)

020
610

Zone 4

944 Average Power Density at BOL (W/cm3)

Axial Blanket

0.20 Peak Power Density (W/cm3)

Buraup Reactivity Swmg (%Ak/k)

1 36
1 16
1.03
207 70

94 70
37991

150 Peak Neutron FkiencedO23 n/cm2)

Korea Atomic F.nerg\ Research Institute

1786

453-

Pb Allov Cooled Fast Reactor Core
Core Design under Development
-1200 MWth
- Pyrochemical Reprocessing
- Breakeven & TRU Burner Cores
- TRU Incineration Effect to be Studied
- Any Suggestions & Comments Welcomed, including Developing Together

HYPER ADS Core Design

Reflector
Auxiliary Shutdown
System (B4C)
Target

Outer Core
LLFP Target

— Ocm

Grid plate

x«, -'

u - '->

Elevation

Korea Atomic Kiiergv Research institute

HYPER Neutronic Performance
NoB 4 C
burnable absorber
33.5

WithB4C
burnable absorber
39.1

Middle Zone

37.6

45.3

Outer Zone

41.3

48.7

;

:

Parameter
Inner Zone
Average fuel weight fraction

Effective multiplication factor

BOC

0.9796

0 9804

OW)

EOC

0.9364

0.9511

'

4.32

2.93

|

Burnup reactivity loss, %Ak
Core-average power density, kW//
,

3-D power peaking factor

i

Linear power (average, peak), W/cm

>

Average fuel discharge burnup, a/o

BOC
EOC

137

137

1.85

1.67

2.09

195

(124, 240)

(124, 223)

i

257

21.9

:

46.0 (24. 1kg*)

Average B-10 discharge burnup, a/o
, Peak fast fluence, n/cm2
Net TRU consumption rate, kg/year

Equilibrium loading, kg/year

,

'

Heavy metal inventory, kg

40xl0 23

3.5x10«

'

288

288

!

LWR TRU

288

288

;

Recycled TRU

835

1,036

|
!

Total TRU

1,123

1,324

BOC

3,847

4,642

EOC

3,703

4,498

* Initial B-10 loading

v« '

C." .. 5

j

Koiea Atomic Fiicrgy Research Institute

HYPER Physics Parameters for Safetv Analysis
• Rc.ctlvity Cotffieicnu >nd Ch»nge< for Equilibrium HYPER Core with BA

]

j

LBE coolant density variation

+0.045 pcm/°C

Fuel Doppler effect at nominal temperature

-0.031pcm/°C

Radial core expansion

-0.971 pcm/°C

Axial fuel element expansion

-0.525 pcm/°C

Reactivity change due to the window failure

+753 pcm

LBE void reactivity (in active core only)

+2,745 pcm

Reactivity change due to complete coolant loss

-24,834 pcm

Korea Atomic Knerg> Research Institute

Computer Codes for Core Design and Analysis
Conctptua t Design
[ Evaluated Nuclear D«la File. JEF2.2J

t "

-ví C

-/

• \-Power, Enncbmcat,-etc

.

I

l

JÍID, Enicti^MÍnetrý; Core i*yottí I
" Mateři*! Competition, etc"
I

Plant S&(cly Analysis / Fluid System Design & Analysis / Mechanical
System Design / I&C Design / Fuel Design & Analysis / Etc

X,»,*

Ken oil Atomic

ff Code Development for Safety Parameter Generation
• Perturbation Theory Code, PERT-K

ßeff Calculation Code, BETA-K
i—

Pin Power Reconstruction Code, RPIC

Pre-processor

I—,.—

ß, calculation

Power Distribution of the
Breeding Characteristics Core

x'»,<l

Korea Atomic Euergj Research Institute

Development of Core Kinetics Analysis Code
• Generation of Delayed Neutron Data
from ENDF/B-VI
•Development of 3-D Nodal Transient
Code STEP
- Steady-state flux calculation with
T/H feedback is possible
- Development of adjoint and
transient flux calculation modules is
scheduled in Phase 2

i

Km ca Atomic I'nergy Research Infi

Perspectives of This CRP by KAERÍ
• Different Transmutation Systems
- Extensively investigated over last 10 years
- Realistic Inter-Comparison is rare (OECD/NEA Report)
- Every organization is involved in ADS development (Justification?)
- This trend needs to be justified in a firm scientific bases and through
cost-benefit analysis
- Do we have fertile-free TRU fuels that are sound in their performance?
- ADS and TRU burner cores confront the same problem to use a to-bedeveloped fuel type
- Same design methodology used for both systems and be aware of the stateof-art design limit

• Convincing Conclusion for Reasonable Investment on a Specific
Transmutation System
x»'^

Korej Atomic Ener§> Research Institute

Suggestions for Work Scopes
- Determine different systems with similar rated power
- Decide fuel recycle options and fuel types
- Perform LMFR and ADS physics analysis
- Independent optimization of performance of each system
- Generate LMFR and ADS Safety parameters (Long-term Behavior)
- Perform statistics of each physics constant and safety parameter
- Identify area of further development for LMFR and ADS
- Estimate how long and how much investment they will require
- Decide basic constants for economic analysis
- Evaluate worldwide Pu and MA stock up to 2070
- Find out role models of LMFR and ADS for TRU reduction and power
production
- Perform the cost-benefit analysis over the simple repository
r*

x> '

Koica AtomU Energ> Research Institute

Conclusion
KAERTs Responsibility
• Provide a reference core model
• Steady-state performance parameters and physics constants
• Statistics Analysis and Economics Analysis
• Long-term behavior after a significant core anomaly

Beyond of interest
• (Can't cope with the expectation on) Transient Analysis

><• /"

Korea Atomic Knergv Research Institute

NRG's Expertise for Studies of Advanced Reactor
Technology Options for Transmutation
A. Hogenbirk
R. Klein Meulekamp
A.J. Koning
J.C. Kuijper
P.H. Wakker
Nuclear Research and Concultancy Group
Westerduinweg 3
1755 ZG Fetten, Netherlands
kleinmeulekamp@nrg-nl.com

Overview
General Introduction
Expertise and Examples:
* Thermal hydraulics
* Bum-up
* Neutronics

* Nuclear Data
Discussion on Future work

\
General Introduction
* Groups:
* NRG FAI-physics
* NRG FAI-chemistry
* NRG Plant Performance Technology (PPT)

• Expertise on ADS/Incineration:
* NRG FAI-physics:
> Neutronics, Nuclear Data

* NRG FAI-chemistry:
> Development of Inert Matrix Fuels with MA Fuel (irradiation and
production)

* NRG PPT:
> Safety studies, Thermal hydraulics, Transients

SHEETS for PPT

NRG

AGo —

Thermal-Hydraulic/Safety Analysis
TRAC/NEM code adapted for use of liquid lead
Applied for different transients in
* Energy Amplifier
> Beam Dump; full beam power turned on in a cold reactor with zero
flow
> Beam Dip; temporary loss of beam power
-> Loss of Heat Sink

* MYRRHA
> Primary Pump Failure; impact of several design choices

hRG
TRAC-Lead Modifications
Properties of liquid lead and lead-bismuth
Heat transfer correlations for liquid metals
Source term added to
* Points Kinetics Model
* NEM 3D Kinetics Model

Burn-up Calculations
Burn-up code "OCTOPUS":
* Couples burn-codes FISPACT or ORIGEN, with neutronics
code MCNP
* Accurate treatment of cross-sections
* Includes improved temperature treatment for MCNP

Burn-Up: EFTTRA-T4
• Experimental Feasibility of Targets for Transmutation
• Irradiation of Am sample in HFR Petten
Atoms

Power

Time

Time

N\G

Neutronics
Codes:
* MCNP, MCNPX plus NRG-extensions
Recent relevant advances in neutronics:
* 3D distributions in virtual grid (power)
* Delayed neutron fraction
* Improved treatement of temperature
* Code coupling:
> OCTOPUS: Burn-up
> High energy process MCNPX -> other codes
- EL NINO: MCNP -> other codes

Neutronics: 3D distributions for MUSE exp.
B10(n,alpha) t=(10,50) us

BIO (n,alpha) t=(0,2) us
00106
00099
000924
000858
000792
00072«
0.0066
000594
0.00528
0.00462
000396
0.0033
0.00264
0.00198
0.00132
00006«

0.096

009
0.084
0078
0.072
0.066

006
0.054
a048
0042
0,036

003
0.024
0.018
0012
0006

Neutronics: delayed neutron fraction
Method to calculate ßeff by Spriggs et al. implemented in
MCNP
Results:
* Godiva
* PDS-XADS Pb/Bi
* MUSE-4 crit

Calculation: ßeff =653.3 ± 1.2
Experiment: ßeff =659 ±10 (Hansen,62)
Calculation: ßeff =300 ± 16
Calculation: ßeff =342 ± 1.6

Neutronics: coupling high and low energy calcs.
' Multiplication phase (E>20 MeV) : MCNPX
1
Interface: Source file written by MCNPX
1

Source file may be transformed

1

Replication phase (E<20 MeV) : other codes

1

Example: Pb/Bi core studied in PDS-XADS proj.
Partner

NRG
PSI
PSI

Code
MCNPX
ERANOS

External neutron source

*,

NRG
NRG

ERANOS

ENEA

0.9529
0.956
0.955

Results published by A. Hogenbirk at ENC2002, Lille

Neutronics: EL NINO
blabla

Neutronics: Temperature treatement

NRG

-465*-

N\G

Nuclear Data
Codes:
* THALYS : Nuclear Reaction Model Code (data and models)
* NJOY : Processing of Nuclear data

Strong theoretical knowledge of nuclear reaction
models, including model development
Production of accurate libraries for use in neutronics
* Delayed neutron data
* Photo-nuclear data

Nuclear Data: Lead
MUSE project:
* Special core with lead-cooled fuel to asses behaviour of lead
in fast systems
* Study: effect of variations in lead cross-section
Result
1-keff

<D*
Power
CT

Type of
calculation
Static
Dynamic

Cross-section for Pb from:
ENDFB-VI.6
NRG 2
NRG 1
+12.5%
+31.8%
+27.9%
-3.7%
-3.0%
-5.9%

Dynamic
Dynamic

-16.1%
+30.0%

-33.8%
+23.2%

-30.6%
+26.0%

Dynamic

+81.4%

+37.8%

+51.3%

( («,2r.)^)
(ffM*)

\
Discussion on future work

Codes f or neutroruc analysis
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PROFILEpreliminary analysis of
coolant flow to optimize
the material
temperatures

w/o fertile
(critical or
preferably,
ADS)

RHEIN reactivity coefficient
distribution analysis (first
order and exact perturbation
theory)

in LWRs
in FRs (e.g.
IFR concept),
In molten salts
reactors
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IPPE Activity on Fast Reactor Core Development for Effective Incineration of
Long-Lived Nuclear Wastes
(LKrivitski, head of Fast Reactor Core Physics Laboratory,
Institute for Physics and Power engineering,
l Bondarenko sq., Obninsk, Kaluga region, 249033, Russia
e-mail: stogov@jippe.obninsk.ru)
1. Scope of IPPE activity on fast reactors for waste incineration.
The long-term hazard of radioactive wastes arising from nuclear energy production is a
matter of continued discussion and public concern in many countries. Neutron transmutation of
long lived radioactive minor actinides (MA - neptunium, americium, curium) by the fission
process, producing energy and simultaneously turning them into shorter lived nuclides, is being
intensely analysed and discussed as a possible solution of this problem. By the use of partitioning
and transmutation (P&T) of the actinides and some of the long-lived fission products, the
radiotoxicity of the high-level waste (HLW) and, possibly, the safety requirements for its geologic
disposal can be reduced compared with the current once-through fuel cycle. This requires very
effective reactor and fuel cycle strategies, including fast reactors (FRs) and/or accelerator-driven,
sub-critical systems. The accelerator-driven system (ADS) has recently been receiving increased
attention due to its potential to improve the flexibility and safety characteristics of transmutation
systems.
Several possibilities for the transmutation of long-lived nuclides by nuclear reactions have
been suggested. Different fuel and fuel cycle concepts have been investigated.
IPPE analysis of different fast reactor concepts shows that there are two more attractive ones
form standpoint of the effective incineration of minor actinides. One of them is the use fast reactor
core with uranium free fuel. In order to improve the efficiency of transmutation, materials inert to
neutron activation are being considered as alternatives to UCh as a support material, as the latter
generates actinides during irradiation. These inert matrices are selected on the basis of their thermal
conductivity, melting point, compatibility with the reactor coolant and their resistance to damage by
neutrons, fission products and ot-decay. MgO is one material, which meets these criteria.
Inert matrix fuel is under investigation in IPPE. The work is devoted to the development of
fabrication processes, materials properties determination and implementation of fuel irradiation into
experimental reactors. The first fuel pins with fuel composition PuOz+MgO are now being
irradiated in BOR-60. First results on UO2+MgO fuel composition irradiation ware obtained on BRIO reactor. It was developed the technology of UC^+Fe+MgO fuel composition to increase the
Doppler-effect in the fast reactor core. Inert matrix nitride fuel [(An, Zr)N], An-Pr, Am, Cm, Np is
under investigation now in Japan, Europe, USA, Russia. In the frame of Russian-French
collaborative experiment BORA-BORA the irradiation of two fuel pins with (Pu Zr) N is under way
now at the BOR-60 reactor
Calculational analysis carried out at IPPE showed that the fast reactor with uranium-free
fuel in which U-238 is replaced by inert matrix (Fe+MgO) allows to add 35-45% of minor actinides
to fuel composition. In this case the transmutation efficiency can reach the values of 300-350 kg of
MA per year. The results show the possibility to guarantee the high level of reactor safety in beyond
design accidents (ULOF, UTOP and ULOHS).
Another concept of fast reactors for the effective incineration of long lived nuclear waste is
the use of moderated subassembly with target material for once-through irradiation. A selection of
inert-matrix material, actinide support alone (Am based), and compound materials, heterogeneous
Am targets have been studied for Am transmutation. The selection of possible candidates was based
on a number of criteria concerning their neutronic, physical and chemical properties in relation to
fabrication, performance and reprocessing. It was found that MgO, ¥203 , A^Oa, MgAl2O4 , and
are good potential candidates as inert matrices for fast reactor.

The detailed calculation studies have shown a principal possibility to reach high americium
burn-up with irradiation time ~10 - 15 years. True, it requires that the moderator fraction in the
irradiation devices be ~10 times higher the loaded americium fraction. In this case, for example
such irradiation devices (90 items), loaded to BN-800 reactor radial blanket, would allow to burn up
to 60kg americium per year thus solving the problem of actinide radiotoxicity decrease.
A homogeneous recycling of fission products in BN-800 reactor fuel allows an annual
destruction not more than 5% of loaded quantity, which from economical standpoint is hardly
advisable. A homogeneous recycling in thermal reactor fuel is impossible because of essential
degradation of the reactor neutronic parameters. Therefore, the most acceptable method for fission
product transmuting remains their burning in irradiation devices located in the radial blanket.
Taking into account the fact that the capture cross-sections for practically all fission products have a
maximum in the thermal or close to thermal region, the moderator introduction to irradiation
devices, similar to americium case, would allow an essential increase in the fission product
transmuting efficiency. The studies performed have shown that when introducing the moderator
quantity 10 times more than that of loaded fission products, one may reach 80% transmuting of Tc99andPd-107, 70% transmuting of I-129 and 50% - Cs-135.
2. IPPE proposal for CRP
IPPE ready to develop the benchmark model of fast reactor with inert matrix fuel (based on
Fe+MgO) for comparative analysis of dynamic behavior under accident conditions. The main
features of this model:
fast reactor design (based, for example, on BN-800 parameters) with sodium
coolant (or another coolant type);
inert matrix fuel with large amount of actinides (up to 50%), based on Fe+MgO
inert matrix to improve safety related parameters;
special regime of refueling to flatten the power distribution.
The following safety relevant neutronics parameters must be evaluated for the ULOF,
UTOP and ULOHS accidents:
- Doppler effect (including breakdown by isotopes);
- Coolant density reactivity effect;
- Axial expansion reactivity effect;
- Radial expansion reactivity effect.
It should be investigated both integral value and spatial distribution of these parameters.

IAEA-CRP on "Studies of Advanced Reactor Technology Options
for Effective Waste Incineration of Radioactive Waste"
Safety Aspects of ADS by H.Wider, JRC/IE Petten, NL
• Inert Matrix Fuels for burning Pu in LWRs - an attractive first
stratum for waste burning - a near term possibility, but
probably not an issue for this CRP
• ADS initiating phase accident calculations (ULOF, UTOP,
BEOP) for 2000 MWt WAC core - using EAC-2 with point
kinetics that has a source inserted. Ideas for other Calculations
• Primary systems calculations for Ansaldo Pb-Bi cooled ADS.
ULOHS and/or ULOF including calculations of periods of grace
for the beam switch - off. Numerical testing of a beam flooding
device - Calculations for larger systems are needed.
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE
Institute for Energy
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3.4

OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF Pu BURNING CAPACITY

3,4,1 Introduction
The scenarios 2, 3 and 4 discussed in sections 2.3.2. 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 are dedicated to Puburning applying Th as the fertile material of the fuel which is some kind of an inert matrix
with respect to TRU generation. Nevertheless, for the net TRU-consumption the bred U-fuel
may be regarded as a burden which absence is the main advantage of (real) inert matrix fuel
having no fertile material. On the other hand, this bred U limits the reactivity swing which
must be compensated by higher initial loads of fissile material in inert matrix cores and
which further on must be compensated by burnable poison.
Table 1: Summary of consumption data for different TRU burning systems in a once
through mode applying various fuel compositions. Data printed in italic arc evaluated in
this project (scenarios 2 - 4), remainder from [5,6]; thermal efficíenciňs 40 % except for
LWR33%
System

Burn Discharge Net TRUTRUNet TRUConsumption ratio
Charge
ratio
Consumption
(B/I) (B/d-B))
(B)
(D
kg/GWe.y
Kg/GWth.y kg/GWth.y
%
%
375
375(100%) 100
Infinity
938
295
0 (0 %)
0
0
0

Optimum System
LWR
4O % U/Pu-MOX
LWR
High moderation
LWR Inert Matrix
LWR UlPu-MOX
LWR ThIPu-MOX
\
CAPRA U/PuMOX
!
CAPRA Inert
Matrix
CAPRA ThlPuMOX
EFR ThfPu-MOX
ADS ThfPu-MOX
ADS ThIPu-niiride
HTR max.
consump.
HTR low discharge

EUROPEAN COMMISSION

475

175 (47%)

37

58

525

605

62

791
770

375
162
335
230

545

(100%)
(43 %)
(89%)
(61 %)

23
42
30

163

1125

73 (...88)
43

1005

375(100%)

69

221

938

977

305 (81 %)

31

45

763

603
603
710

241 (64%)
241 (64 %)
249 (66%)

40
40
35

60

67
66
54

153

603
603
623

246

183 (49%)

74

290

458

718

372

225 (60%)

29

486

575

563

Table 1 gives an overview on burning capabilities of different TRU burning systems.
Among the TRU-charge and -consumption levels, some other ratios may be of interest,
depending on the viewpoint. The burn ratio gives the fraction of burnt TRU compared to the
initially charged TRL"; this value represents the overall burning power of a system with

JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE
Institute for Energy

Fuel Mass Balance Summary Equilibrium Cycle*

Thorium Plutonium
Fuel

Fuel Type

Fissile
Plutonium

Total
Plutonium

Uranium
MOX
MOX239
TMOX
TMOX239
OMU

+ 186.4
-569.4
-570.0
-1084.9
-1104.7
-462.8

+270.1
-644.6
-382.8
-1251.0
-944.5
-501.5

233y
_ —_

+310.9
+305.1

"Charge-discharge (kg).
Table 1 Galperin and Raizes Calculations for a 3360 MWth
PWR, 300 day cycle; TMOX refers to thorium matrix fuel with
reactor grade Pu.
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE
Institute for Energy

Reactor Grade
MOX

Weapons Grade
MOX

Reactor Grade
U-free

Weapons Grade
U-free

BOL

EOL

BOL

EOL

BOL

EOL

BOL

EOL

239pu

60.8

23.9

93.4

26.6

54.5

6.5

93.4

6.0

Total Pu

100

66.8

100

63.2

100

42.9

100

27.8

Total minor
actinides

0.0

5.02

0.0

2.95

0.0

4.99

0.0

1.65

00

Table 2: Performance of U-free fuel after more than 50 % burn-up in 4 years
Calculations by Kasemeyer et al, PSI,Switzerland
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE
Institute for Energy

Projects on ADvanced Options for
Partitioning and Transmutation (ADOPT)

EURATOM

15.10.2001.

EUROPEAN COMMISSION
JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE
Insfitute for Energy

Key Issues in ADS Safety
To shut off the beam in all accident conditions (passively)
To remove the decay heat (passively)
In the unlikely case that an ADS becomes critical, the safety
parameters should not be too small
- for the Doppler this means the use of fertile thorium matrices
- for the delayed neutron fraction - no too many MAs

—0

O

Inlet blockages should be further analysed: wrapper-free cores
appear to be the best approach to avoid significant problems
Fuel and coolant types should be chosen that behave well in a core
degradation condition - e.g. oxides and Pb or Pb-alloys
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
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CONTROL RODS

Conceptual
picture of multi
channel
approach in
EAC-2

UPPER
PLENUM

I

^NT

or*

PUMP
(PUMPH, PDECAY)
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CONCEPTUAL PICTURE OF LMFBR SIMULATION MODEL
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WORKSHOP ON ADVANCED NUCLEAR REACTOR. SAFETY ISSUES AND RESEARCH NEEDS.
OECD. Chtiíťtiu i/L' ta Muette. Aw/X Fninct' I&-20 f't'hmarv 2002

SVBR-75/100: CORE BLOCKADES
A.A. Verareyev. IPPE

Blockage
calculations by
IPPE,Russia for
Pb/Bi cooled
SVBR75/100

Three types of core blockade were investigated:
B lockade of the central sub-assembly at the In let
Blockade of 1/2 core open flow area at the Inlet (the worst case)
Blockade of the central sub-assembly at the middle of fuel
element height (at the beginning of the fuel part)
The temperature values obtained for the condition simulated do not
exceed safe operation limits

ia CEL ü ft
• j>l. '
(5J
CEt. 0 ft

Lcc-CE a:-

© SSC RF -IPPE, Russia
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BEAM SHUT- OFF IN ADS ACCIDENTS AN ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENT

H.Wider, J. Carlsson, K. Müller,
G. Horvath, A.V. Jones*
Joint Research Centre of the EC
Institute for Energy, Fetten, NL
institute for the Protection and
Security of the Citizen, Ispra, Italy
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Beam Shut-Off, 5

Simple Theory:
The number of fissions created by one neutron at a
subcriticality of x (< 1) is:
N

fissk>n = * + X2+ X3 +X4 + . . .. = 1 / (1-X)

Thus Nfission> o. 95 / Nfissionj 0.96 = 20 725 = 0.8 or 80 % of full
power (for keff = 0.96)
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Further Initiating Phase Calculations Needed
• For gas-cooled ADSs, UTOP, Beam Over Power, ULOF,
ULOCA and ULOHS accidents simulations are needed SIMMER code needed for degraded core conditions.
• For Pb-Bi cooled ADSs refined calculations and experiments
of fuel ejection from molten pins into flowing Pb-Bi are relevant will it mainly lead to fuel sweep-out or coolant flow reversal?
Does fission-gas release from the gas plena play a role ?
• Refined calculations using an appropriate neutronics code that
considers the anisotropic source from the target
• Inlet blockages should be analysed: are wrapper-free cores
the best approach to avoid significant problems ?
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STAR-CD Commercial 3D CFD code
Extensively used for the calculation of Ex-vessel air cooling
of the Ansaldo design in LOHS and LOF accidents
Calculation of grace times when the beam is not switched
off in such accidents
Calculation of the effect of our melt rupture disk idea to
block the beam
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Fig. 1 Schematic of new Ansaldo
RVACS

Fig. 2 Coolant temperatures and velocities at
the top of the core during a station
blackout. The initial temperature decrease
is due to the large momentum of the LBE
flow
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Station Blackout In BOOMWe Ans with Spray Cooling and Cap filled witVb/Bi
STAR

i(

STAR

D
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TEMPERATURE
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ECCC data Sheet
Steel X5CrNiMo17-12-2 (1,4401, Type 316)

Rupture O Creep [D Relaxation ;_.J strength
Formal assessment: S
Working group: WG3.3
Year; 1998
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Melt-Rupture Disk leads to an increase in the grace period from 30
min to 6 hours for a combined LOF and LOHS in the Ansaldo design
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EMERGENCY DECAY HEAT REMOVAL
BY REACTOR VESSEL AUXILIARY
COOLING SYSTEM FROM AN
ACCELERATOR-DRIVEN SYSTEM

THERMAL HYDRAULICS

KEYWORDS: accelerator-driven
systems, reactor vessel auxiliary
cooling system, emergency decay heat removal

H

JOl IAN t,AKI.SS( )N Rti\al IiKltttne of li-Lhiwlogy
Department of Nnilrur ami Reucttii /'Arv'o, S-H16V1 Stockholm, Sweden
II \RTMO I \VIDI:R ./w»/ KcAcatch Centre. Institute ft» L'/ie/yv
NL-J75S I.K Petten. I hi' -Vvthetlamh
ReceivedT-ebiuaiv 20. 2i»U2
Ac-fepled Jo i PuHuMlion Ma\ \(L 2002

Tin' passive eineiyení r decay heat removal during
seven- cooling accident* in Pb/fii-coo/ed 80- and 25OM W ft hernia I) accelerator-driven s,yi>iem fJDS) designs
was investigated with the computational ffttid dynamic*
code STAR-CD For the «d-MWfthermatyde.Mgn. the t <//dilation}. >,ho\\~ ihtii no structural problems occur m> long
as the accelerator p tuft >n beam is switched off immediately after accident initiation A highly unlikely delay oj
beam stop by 3D nun after a combined loss-oj-heat-íink
and lo}>$-of-flo\v eu\ idem wntld lead tt> increased reactor vessel íeinperíííuref:, wiiích do not cause creep faiftin: liy using a mull-rupture disk on the vacuum pipe <>t
the accelerator prabin beam to interrupt the beam at
elevated temperatures in a passive manner, (he grat e
lime before beam *top necessarily /,> tHciva^ed /IV>IH
31) mm lo ó h. An etnergeiicy decay heat removal design,
which would: prevent radioactive release to the atmosphere even more reliably than the Power Reactor Inherently Safe Module (PRISM} design, was a/so investigated,
/•'or an ADS of 250-M W (thermal) power with the same

vessel <7.v the ?iO-MW(thermal) ADS examined, the maximum wall temperature, reaches 745 K after an immediate beam atop. This does not cause any structural
problems either. The grace time until a beam stop he(nines necessary for the 25O-MW(thermal'} system MY«
found to be ~-/2 mm. To reduce elevated vessel temperatures more rapidly after a beam slop alternative cooling methods were investigated Jor example, filling the
gap between the reactor and the gua/vl \-cssel with liquid
meta! and the simultaneous «AC» of water spray cooling
on the outride of the guard vessel. This decreases the
(ottlanl leiitperaiwes already \\ithin minute* after witching off (he proton beam. The use of chimneys on the
reuetor ivsvť/ amthary cooling system, which increase
the airflow rate lov.-e.rx the maximum reactor vesvel wall
lempera in re only by—2(t K, It can be cone/tided thai the
critical parameter for the emergency cooling of an ADS
t\ the (line delay t'n A witching o{f the accelerator after
oc cident initiation.

I. INTRODUCTION

able [loss of heat .sink (I.OHS)] and Ihe primary flou i.s
lost [lii^s ol'llow (LOl-)] In this accident the iiccclaraloi
is nomially .switched olTeithcr In aclive or passive means
I itnvcvor. u may also be possible thai the primary pumps
stop t u n n i n g and the accelciatoi continues to opeiate
eilhei because this accident condition \va.s not noticed or
because the passive beam shutolf .system did not \ \ o i k .
\n even loss likely event isci combined l,OI- and I OHS
vviihout beam sluiloff. I he combination off i)f' and 1 OHS
occms in a station blackoul/I.OP accident, but without

"I his papci mxt'sligalx's the cincruencv decay heat
rcjiioM)! by a roaotoi
\Chsol auxiluiry cooling system
(RVAi'S) of a l > h/Bi-cooJed accclcraUii-dnx'cn system 1
(ADS). 'I lie RVAC'S \vtll he p:irticularl\ nccdcd'in st;ition hi;icLout accidents [loss u( power (Í,()P)] %vheto the
normal heat icmoval bv the sccondar\' system is u n a v o i l -
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Further Systems Calculation of Primary Loop
• For gas-cooled ADSs, the vessel and the entire primary
system have to be considered for unprotected
Depressurisation, LOHS and LOF calculations - to a good
approximation the core can be assumed to remain at
constant power - the time-dependent flow rates in the core
will be input for the detailed initiating phase calculations of
the core for determining periods of grace
• For Pb-Bi cooling, larger full-size systems should be
considered and ULOHS and ULOF simulated
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
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4 Review experience and ideniify relevanlí issues which

might benefit from international^cpilaboration
+ Provide to MS current status and development trends of
fast reactor and hybrid systems technology development
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Ipt0ollN0
technical
issues relate^
report",
'
'
.

• comprehensive oy^iew 0f P&T: scientific and
tecjinif^
rls|: analyses,
critical evaluation óf the/dptions^ conclusions
• concentrated mainly on the partitioning aspects,
and dealt only briefly with Accelerator Driven
Systems (ADS)
.[ RCM "Studies of Advanced Roactcr Technology Options fc* Effective Incineration of Radio^ctiv* Waste". K»ísruhe. 5-S Novomber 2002
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transmutatibh^
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m Can ADSs deliver distinctive benefits in an advanced fuel
cycle that includes P&T, and do those benefits merit
increased development of ApS^ in combination with FRs?
'• Comparison of ADSs and FRs with regard to fuel cycle
scenarios, scientific and technological state of the art, fuel
and waste, safety, cost/benefit, R&D status
S Roactcf Technology Option

ion of Rodtaoctoo Waste", Karlsruhe. 5-ft November 2002
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;|§EA;.;vva|iti^nrrber'Of:^NEAJs Expert Group and
Contributed tothe "second phase report"
33^ Annual Meeting
frWG-FR (Vienna, 16 18 May 2000) agreed to deljay start of CRP on
"Studies of Advaniced Reactor Techriblogy
Options for Effective Incineration of Radioactive
Waste" to better take intó^nsiderátion results
and recommendations of iiEA's "second phase
:
report"
„
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• Validate available methodologies (data and codes)
• Specify the validity range of existing methodologies
m Formulate requirements for theoreticárdévelopments
• ' ' ' . '
/'• '
' / • ' /' •
'
• • • •.
• Conclude on the potential need of transient experiments
and make appropriate jiröposals for experimental programs
1

;t RCM "Studies of Advanced Reactor Technology Options for Effe<
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codes
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relevant to
various eritipal and sutí-criticai systems under severe
neutron flux^hange^ and rearrangements
»Focus on flu^-shapelpovi^f and temperature
changes caused by reactivity perturbations in
systems with dedicated fúeís (i.e.., fuelled with
transuranics in a fertile-free matrjj<)land varying Minor
Actinide content
'
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The GRP will also seek•-to-.^epform'- experimental
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;C;RP.;|ir||IstajgI,--';:wQ.rk scope proposal
»R^
and codes available
to be used for core design, neutrionic analyses,
thermal -^y^rňúllj^^mti^p calculations etc...
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• •Deflnitioh of systems ti>t>e analysed (type of
system, fuels, coolants)
;i/
•• Definition of core models and specifications
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Review of ^ailabíé/expérimental data
Performing transients sirnulation calculations
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laying the
ground for further mtérnatioWal collaborative R&D
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• mpro^
the participants'
meth^
transmutatiofi::syster^^iv-y.:.:.;.,r ••••..
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• Advance th0 validation statufepf this methodology
•• Gain insight into what additional research and
development work is necessary / ' /
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.and the EC

• Duratioh; ^r^se
2005
• Next research ciooräinätibn meeting (RCM) in
approximately 18 montHs (2004) ;
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» Detailed ^orksco^o^
B Detailed
work
plan and schedule fpr/the first stage
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m Responsibilities/task leaders
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m Organization of CRP (Virtual Collaborator Web
Site?)
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